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Abstract:
Precision of estimated locations via radiotelemetry depends on the quality of estimated bearings.
Therefore, I identified factors affecting bias and precision of radiotelemetry bearings. I placed
transmitters at known locations throughout a study area, crew members estimated bearings to the
transmitters without knowing their actual locations, I measured bias and precision of estimated
bearings, and I measured possible correlates to bearing error. Overall, estimated bearings to
transmitters differed from true bearings by -6.13° to 7.84° (SD = 1.63°). Identified sources influencing
bearing bias included: transmitter, receiving-station location, transmission lines, distance from
transmitter to receiver, location attempt, time, temperature, and humidity. Identified sources
influencing bearing precision included: transmitter, transmission site, habitat, receiving-station
location, transmission lines, distance from transmitter to receiver, observer, day, time, humidity, and
cloud cover/precipitation.
Radiotelemetry triangulation is routinely used to estimate locations of animals for determining habitat
use. However, radiotelemetry locations have associated error and only provide estimates of actual
locations. Therefore, I compared MLE point-estimates and 95% error ellipses by examining their
effects on classification of habitats, accuracy of observed habitat-use patterns, and efficiency of tests
for detecting habitat selection. I then evaluated effects of precision of location estimates (error-ellipse
size) on correct classification of habitats, observed habitat-use patterns, and efficiency of tests for
habitat selection, using each location-estimation method. I placed transmitters at known locations
throughout 2 study sites and crew members estimated bearings to the transmitters without knowing
their actual locations. I then estimated locations to the transmitters from the recorded bearings and
examined effects of subsequent radiotelemetry triangulation error on determining habitat use and
detecting habitat selection using MLE point-estimates and 95% error ellipses. In each study site, point
estimates correctly classified more habitats (70.1% and 68.7%) than error ellipses (62.2% and 64.6%).
Point estimates were more accurate, but less precise, at determining patterns of habitat use, and more
efficient, but less precise, at determining habitat selection, than error ellipses in both study sites. The
ability of each method to correctly classify habitats, to correctly identify habitat-use patterns, and to
correctly identify habitat-selection increased as ellipse sizes decreased relative to habitat-patch sizes.
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ABSTRACT
Precision of estim ated locations via radiotelemetry depends on the quality
of estim ated bearings. Therefore, I identified factors affecting bias and precision
of radiotelem etry bearings. I placed transm itters at known, locations throughout
a study area, crew members estim ated bearings to the transm itters w ithout
knowing their actual locations, I m easured bias and precision of estimated
bearings, and I m easured possible correlates to bearing error. Overall, estimated
bearings to transm itters differed from true bearings by -6.13° to 7.84° (SD =
1.63°). Identified sources influencing bearing bias included: transmitter,
receiving-station location, transmission lines, distance from transm itter to
receiver, location attem pt, time, tem perature, and humidity. Identified sources
influencing bearing precision included: transm itter, transmission site, habitat,
receiving-station location, transmission lines, distance from transm itter to
receiver, observer, day, time, hum idity, and cloud cover/precipitation.
Radiotelemetry triangulation is routinely used to estimate locations of
animals for determ ining habitat use. However, radiotelem etry locations have
associated error and only provide estimates of actual locations. Therefore, I
com pared MLE point-estimates and 95% error ellipses by examining their effects
on classification of habitats, accuracy of observed habitat-use patterns, and
efficiency of tests for detecting habitat selection. I then evaluated effects of
precision of location estimates (error-ellipse size) on correct classification of
habitats, observed habitat-use patterns, and efficiency of tests for habitat
selection, using each location-estimation m ethod. I placed transm itters at know n
locations throughout 2 study sites and crew members estim ated bearings to the
transm itters w ithout knowing their actual locations. I then estim ated locations to
the transm itters from the recorded bearings and examined effects of subsequent
radiotelem etry triangulation error on determ ining habitat use and detecting
habitat selection using MLE point-estimates and 95% error ellipses. In each
study site, point estimates correctly classified m ore habitats (70.1% and 68.7%)
than error ellipses (62,2% and 64.6%). Point estimates were m ore accurate, but
less precise, at determ ining patterns of habitat use, and m ore efficient, but less
precise, at determ ining habitat selection, than error ellipses in both study sites.
The ability of each m ethod to correctly classify habitats, to correctly identify
habitat-use patterns, and to correctly identify habitat-selection increased as
ellipse sizes decreased relative to habitat-patch sizes.

I

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Radiotelemetry triangulation is a technique commonly used to estimate
locations of animals. From such location estimates, researchers often attem pt to
distinguish habitats that are selected or preferred by the radiom arked animals,
i.e., identify habitats that are used in greater proportions than their availabilities.
Thus, it is critical that triangulation techniques accurately m easure locations w ith
respect to habitats. However, radiotelem etry locations are only estimates of true
locations and have associated error. As a result, estimated locations m ay be
erroneous and detect animals in habitats they are not actually using. Therefore,
we m ust first consider ways to minimize such errors, i.e., increase their precision,
and second, choose location-estimation m ethods that maximize the quality of
radio-location estimates.
The precision of estim ated locations is dictated by 3 factors: the distances
from the animals to the receivers; the angles at which triangulated bearings
intersect; and the variances around estim ated bearings. Once attem pts have
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been m ade to position receivers nearer to animals w ith bearings intersecting at
optim al angles, the precision of location estimates depends on the accuracy and
precision of estim ated bearings. Yet, bearing bias and precision are not as easily
controlled. Because researchers have lim ited influence over bearing error, there
is a need to docum ent situations in which frequent errors have occurred, record
circumstances that produced the m ost biased and imprecise bearings, and avoid
those situations and circumstances w here errors are more likely to occur.
Even if attem pts are m ade to minimize bearing errors, calculable bearingerrors still exist. Consequently, location estimates from intersections of several
triangulated bearings have m easurable error, Le., the m agnitude of location error
can be quantified by constructing confidence ellipses around estim ated locations.
Thus, estim ated locations can be treated as both points and areas. Still, point
estimates and error eUipses can produce erroneous location-estimates, which
could lead to misclassification of habitat use. Inaccurate point-estimates may
simply be in w rong habitats. Given imprecise locations w ith larger error-ellipses,
it m ay be difficult clearly identify used habitats, Le., if an error ellipse overlaps
>1 habitat type, it is not clear to which habitat type the location estimate should
be assigned because the actual location m ay be w ithin any of the habitats
covered by the ellipse. Although triangulation error is know n to exist, very few
studies have addressed the effects of habitat misclassification on determining
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habitat-use patterns or testing for selection, or compared the quality of estimated
locations betw een point estimates and error ellipses.
In CHAPTER 2 ,1 attem pted to maximize the quality of bearings by
identifying potential sources of bearing error. Knowledge of potential sources of
error can allow researchers to avoid situations w here they are m ore likely to
occur and, possibly, to correct any systematic or predictable errors. Therefore, I
designed a first study w ith the following objectives: (I) to identify factors that
affect radiotelem etry bias a n d / or precision and (2) to develop recommendations
for reducing triangulation bias and increasing triangulation precision.
In CHAPTER 3 ,1 examined the effects of 2 location-estimation m ethods
on the quality of location estimates. The abilities of point estimates and 95%
error ellipses m ay differ at correctly classifying habitat use, determ ining use
patterns, and detecting habitat selection at different levels of precision and under
varying habitat arrangements. Therefore I designed a second study w ith the
following objectives: (I) to compare the abilities of 2 location-estimation
m ethods at correctly classifying habitats in 2 study sites; (2) to assess the abilities
of the same 2 m ethods to accurately determ ine habitat use patterns in 2 study
sites; (3) to judge the abilities of the 2 m ethods to detect habitat selection in 2
study sites; and (4) to evaluate the effects of precision of location estimates, i.e.,
error-ellipse size, on correct-classification rates, determ ination of habitat-use
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patterns, and detection of habitat selection using 2 m ethods of estimating
locations, w ithin 2 study sites.
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CHAPTER 2
FACTORS AFFECTING RADIOTELEMETRY BEARING ERROR

Introduction

Radiotelemetry triangulation is a technique commonly used to estimate
locations of animals. It can generate m any locations w ith relatively little effort
and w ithout disturbing m arked animals. However, radiotelem etry locations are
only estimates of true locations and have associated error (Springer 1979).
Erroneous location-estimates m ay lead to incorrect conclusions about the biology
and behavior of m arked animals. Therefore, w e m ust consider ways to minimize
such errors and increase the precision of location estimates. It has often been
argued th at the best m easure of precision for location estimates is the area of
associated error polygons or confidence ellipses (Nams 1989, Saltz and White
1990, W hite and G arrott 1990:57, Saltz 1994). The 3 major factors that govern
precision of location estimates via radiotelem etry are: (I) the distances from
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transm itters to receivers; (2) the intersection angles of bearings; and (3) the
variances around the bearings (Springer 1979, Saltz 1994).
The above 3 factors, although often difficult to control, can be
m anipulated by researchers. G arrott et al. (1986) stated that in practice, animal
locations relative to receivers are generally manageable. Distances and the
angles at which triangulated bearings intersect are often dictated by movements
of the radiom arked animals. However, researchers can influence these 2 factors
by taking bearings from towers at optim ized locations (White 1985, White and
G arrott 1986) or by m oving the receiving station throughout a study area, i.e.,
vehicle-mounted tracking system (White and G arrott 1990:90). Once all attem pts
have been m ade to position receivers nearer to animals w ith bearings
intersecting at optim al angles, the precision of location estimates depends on the
accuracy and precision of estim ated bearings. Yet, bearing bias and precision are
not as easily controlled (Garrott et al. 1986).
Because researchers currently have limited influence oyer bearing error
(bias and precision), it is very im portant to docum ent situations where frequent
errors have occurred, record circumstances th at produced the m ost biased and
imprecise bearings, and avoid those situations and circumstances w hen possible.
Hypothesized sources of radiotelem etry bearing error include differences byobserver, day, w eather conditions, radiotelem etry system (including antenna
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type and height, receiver, transmitter, and signal modulation), distance from
transm itter to receiver, topography/terrain, vegetation, and anim al movement
(Cederhm d et al. 1979, Springer 1979, M acdonald and Amlaner 1980, Sargeant
1980, H u p p and Ratti 1983, Lee et al. 1985, G arrott et al. 1986, H egdal and Colvin
1986, Anderka 1987, Pace 1988, Schmutz and W hite 1990). Unfortunately, the
inferences th at can be draw n from several of these sources (Macdonald and
Amlaner 1980, Sargeant 1980, H egdal and Colvin 1986, A nderka 1987) are
limited: although potential causes of bearing error were stated, specific ranges of
bias or precision w ere not provided.
Given the im portance of precision in estimating locations of animals,
researchers m ust maximize the quality of bearings that provide those location
r

estimates. A n im portant step in im proving the quality of estim ated bearings is to
identify potential sources of bearing error and understand how such sources
m ay reduce bias and increase precision. Knowledge of potential sources can
allow researchers to avoid situations w here these errors are m ore likely to occur
and possibly correct any systematic or predictable errors. Therefore, I designed
this study to: (I) identify factors that affect radiotelemetry bias a n d /o r precision
and (2) develop recom mendations for reducing triangulation bias and increasing
triangulation precision.

8

S tudyA rea

I conducted this investigation in the lower Flathead Valley of western
Montana, approxim ately 80 km north of Missoula, on the Flathead Indian
Reservation (Fig. I). The study area was approximately 8 km w est of the Mission
M ountains and 20 km east of the Flathead River and foothills. Lokemoen (1966)
likened the region to pothole habitat in the prairie-pothole region of Canada.
Terrain was flat to gently rolling glacial moraine. Average pothole density was
65.3/km^, and m ost potholes w ere <0.1 h a (Lokemoen 1966). Specific sites were
located on approximately 317 ha of state-owned Wildlife M anagem ent Areas
(WMAs) adjacent to the Ninepipe National Wildlife Refuge.
The M ontana D epartm ent of Fish Wildlife and Parks manages the WMAs
to provide habitat and food for local wildlife and has created a mosaic of native
and agricultural habitats. U pland land use on WMAs included: idle grassland,
m ow ed grassland, planted cropland (wheat or barley), fallow cropland, and
planted hedgerow. I classified habitats on the study areas into 8 broad
categories: open water, vegetated w etland, grassland, cropland, fallow, scrub or
hedgerow, w oodland, and roads or trails.

9

Fig. I. Map showing the study area for an investigation identifying potential
sources of radiotelemetry bearing error, in the lower Flathead Valley, Montana,
1993.
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M ethods

My overall approach to this study w as as follows: (I) I placed radio
transm itters at know n locations throughout the study area; (2) crew members
estim ated bearings to transm itters w ithout knowing their true locations; (3) I
m easured the bias (departure from true bearings) and precision (SD) of the
estim ated bearings; and (4) I m easured possible correlates to bearing error and
examined their relationships to bias and precision.

Transm itter Placement
I placed transm itters at know n locations throughout the study area. To
ensure th at transmission sites were not concentrated at any I point within the
study area, I divided the study area into 6 strata (based on WMA or quartersection boundaries) and proportionally allocated transmission sites to strata
based on stratum area (Fig. 2).
M ost transmission sites (83%) w ere random ly distributed within strata to
ensure that transm itters w ere placed in a variety of habitats and at various
distances from roads. I established potential locations for these transmission
sites by generating random x, y coordinates and plotting the coordinates onto

#1

#3

#2
647 ha

647 ha

41 R
9W

41 R
9W

324 ha

647 ha

#4
647 ha

21 R
4W
41 R
8W

500 M eters

257 ha

R = number of transmitters placed at random
locations w ith in strata
W = number of transmitters placed in
vegetated w etlan d habitats w ithin
strata

Fig. 2. Study area divided into 6 strata, displaying areas (ha) and allocations of transmission sites, for an
investigation identifying potential sources of radiotelemetry bearing error, in the lower Flathead Valley, Montana,
1993.
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orthographically corrected aerial photographs. If locations fell on an unsuitable
habitat, Le., open w ater or road, I generated new x, y coordinates.
A subset of transmission sites (17%) was assigned to vegetated-wetland
habitat w ithin strata to ensure that this rarer habitat was sufficiently sampled.
Sites w ithin vegetated-w etland habitat were chosen as follows: (I) on aerial
photographs, I num bered and random ly chose wetlands throughout the study
area; (2) for each w etland selected, I random ly chose a cardinal compass
direction; and (3) for each w etland selected, I plotted a location on the aerial
photograph in the direction chosen from the center of the wetland. The location
was specifically plotted in the vegetated-w etland fringe encircling open w ater on
the photograph (halfway betw een open w ater and any other adjacent habitat).
I located the position of each m apped transmission-site on the ground and
m arked it w ith a stake. W hen a transmission site specified by m apped
coordinates was difficult to identify on the ground, or where agricultural
practices w ould have destroyed or m oved a stake during the study, I placed the
stake at or near the closest landm ark that could be recognized on aerial
photographs, e.g., rock piles.
At each transmission site, I recorded habitat type and noted distances to
habitat boundaries. In m ost cases I w as able to locate m apped coordinates on the
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ground to w ithin a few m eters by using prom inent landm arks and habitat
boundaries that w ere easily identified on aerial photographs.
Next, I random ly chose the order in which the 6 strata w ere to be used for
radiotelem eby work. W ithin a given stratum ; I placed transm itters at 2-12
sites/ day. At each transmission site, I placed an 11-gram transm itter (Holohil
Systems, Ltd., W oodlawn, Ontario) on the ground. I used 12 transmitters, w ith
frequencies ranging from 150.107 to 150.729 MHz. Each transm itter was
attached to a 1-liter plastic bottle filled w ith saline solution to simulate the effects
of signal absorption by an animal's body (H upp and Ratti 1983).

Telemetry System and Tracking Protocols
To reduce investigator bias, assistants w ho were unaw are of actual
transm itter locations estim ated bearings to the transmitters that I placed in the
field. Each day an assistant estim ated locations of 4-12 transm itters w ith 5
bearings/ transm itter. A set of 5 bearings to I transm itter form ed I location
estimate, and location estimates of all transm itters completed I round of data
collection. Assistants attem pted to locate each set of transm itters as many times
per day as tim e or w eather w ould allow (approximately 4-5 location
attem pts/day/transm itter).
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Crew m embers estim ated locations of transm itters from a vehiclem ounted tracking station w ith an orientation system adapted from Balkenbush
and Hallett (1988). The receiving system consisted of 2 vertically-oriented, 4element, Yagi antennas and a null combiner (ATS, precision-null system
[Advanced Telemetry Systems, Inc., Isanti, Minnesota]), a Telonics m odel TR-2
receiver (Telonics, Inc., Mesa, Arizona), and a headset. Antennas were m ounted
3 m above the bed of a pickup. I oriented the system to true north by rotating a
compass-rose assembly, which was attached to the antenna mast, such that north
on the compass rose pointed to true north. To orient the compass rose, I first
stood 10 m from the antenna m ast and positioned myself due north or due south
using a m irror-sighting compass. I then sighted along a tau t string attached to
the rotating compass-rose assembly while an assistant rotated the compass-rose
assembly until the m irror compass, the string, a m arker on the compass-rose
assembly, and the m ast w ere in perfect alignment.
Prior to data collection each morning, I checked the accuracy of the
antenna's orientation by taking bearings to a beacon transm itter at a known
location. The beacon was placed on a pole approximately 2 m above the ground
in the center of a section of land and w as unobstructed by topography or
vegetation. Bearings to the beacon could be estim ated from due south and due
w est from know n sites that were approxim ately 800 m from the transmitter.
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Knowing the true bearings to the beacon from the know n sites allowed the

I used roadside sites that w ere easily identifiable on aerial photographs as
receiving stations. A t each receiving station, I oriented the system to true north
and recorded the following data: radio frequency, transmission-site location,
receiving-station location, presence or absence of transmission lines, observer,
date, location attem pt, time of bearing estimation, tem perature, humidity, and
cloud cover/precipitation.

Bearing-Error Estimation
I im ported digital images of m y study area (2 m pixel resolution) into the
geographical information system (GIS) IDRISI (Eastman 1993), orthographically
corrected them, and com puted UTM coordinates for each transmission site and
receiving station. Average m ap accuracy (root m ean square error) based on
know n control points throughout the sites was 5-10 in. I calculated true bearings
from receiving stations to transmission sites using SAS code adapted from White
and Garrott (1990:64; Appendix A). I subtracted each estim ated bearing (0)
from the associated true bearing (0 ) to calculate individual angular errors (e)
et =Oi - O i .
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From the sam pling distribution of the individual angular errors, I was able to
estimate overall bearing-error, both in term s of bias
e=^
r eJn
i=l

and precision

Z t e - e)2/("-i)
Because I aligned the antenna system each m orning by estimating
bearings to a beacon transmitter, there existed the possibility that (due to bearing
error) the system could have been misaligned by a num ber of degrees (see White
and G arrott 1990:91). This w ould have affected all bearings for a particular day,
producing a systematic bias that w ould have been unacceptable for meeting the
objectives of this study, i.e., I was not testing instrum ental error. Therefore, I
adjusted all bearings for a given day by adding or subtracting the daily m ean
angular-error, e.g., if the m ean error for all bearings estimated to transmitters
during a particular day was -1.5°, I added 1.5° to all bearings estim ated that day.

Statistical M ethods
I com pared different levels of potential explanatory variables to identify
sources of bearing error. Variables examined were: (I) transmitters; (2)
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transm itter locations; (3) habitat types (vegetated wetland, grassland, cropland,
fallow, scrub or hedgerow, and woodland); (4) receiving-station locations; (5)
presence or absence of transmission lines; (6) distances from transm itters to
receivers (<333 m, 333-666 m, 666-999 m, and >999 m); (7) observers (observers
A, B, and C collected data from 19 June to 23 June, 27 June to 6 July, and 9 July to
14 July 1993, respectively); (8) day of data collection (because each observer had
the potential to perform differently over time, I examined daily bearing errors by
observer); (9) location attem pt; (10) time of day (11 hourly periods sampled); (11)
tem perature (11-15.9,16-20.9,21-25.9, and 26-30.9 C); (12) relative hum idity (2039.9%, 40-59.9%, 60-79.9%, and 80-99.9%); and (13) cloud cover/precipitation
(sunny, partly cloudy, mostly cloudy, overcast, and rainy).
For each of the above explanatory variables, I tested w hether m ean
angular-errors among levels or categories w ere biased and precise. I tested
w hether m ean angular-errors were biased (i.e., significantly different from 0°)
using Mests (P < 0.05). I tested for differences in bearing precision, first, using
Levene's test for homogeneity of variance (Milliken and Johnson 1984; P < 0.05).
Levene's test only indicated w hether bearing precision w as non-homogeneous,
i.e., it did n ot specify which level(s) or category(ies) w ere m ore precise.
Therefore, if Levene's test suggested differences in precision, I constructed
individual 95% confidence intervals (versus simultaneous Bonferroni confidence
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intervals) around the variances and considered those with non-overlapping
confidence intervals to be different. I used STATISTICA (StatSoft Inc. 1994) to
perform all statistical analyses.
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Results

From 19 June to 14 July 1993,1 placed transmitters at 196 locations (see
Fig. 2 for specific allocations within strata). Note: I used the first 7 days of the
field season (12 June to 18 June) to establish and fine tune vehicle-orientation and
bearing-estimation protocols, thus, strata #2 was left w ith only 2 usable
transmission-sites). Three assistants estim ated 3,822 bearings to the transmitters
from 33 receiving stations.
A lthough angular errors from the estim ated bearings ranged from -6.13°
to 7.84°, the overall m ean bearing w as both unbiased and precise (e= 0.000012°,
P = 0.9996, SD = 1.63°). A frequency distribution of the 3,822 angular errors
appeared norm ally distributed (Fig. 3), however, a Kolmogorov-Smimov test for
norm ality (based on bearing-error categories of 0.5°) indicated that angular
errors were only marginally norm al (d - 0.023, P - 0.03). I suspected the overall
distribution of errors m ore closely followed a Von Mises circular norm al
distribution. However, expected values for a VonM ises distribution are hot
calculable w hen the standard deviation of angular errors drops below 2° (Pace
1988). Fortunately, at the estim ated level of bearing precision (SD = 1.63°), it was
valid to treat the data as if they followed a norm al distribution (Stephens 1963,
M ardia 1972:64). Therefore, I used param etric analyses to docum ent differences
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Fig. 3. Frequency distribution of angular errors (e) based on 3,822 radiotelemetry
bearings estimated to transmitters at known locations, in the lower Flathead Valley,
Montana, 1993.
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in bias and precision betw een the various categories or levels of explanatory
variables exam ined below.

Transmitters and Their Locations
Transm itters. M ean angular-errors for bearings estim ated to different
transm itters ranged from -0.27° to 0.33°. Two of 12 transm itters had m ean
bearings th at w ere significantly biased (e= -0.27°, P = 0.003; e= 0.33°, P < 0.001).
Precision ranged from 1.46° to 1.89° and differed by transm itter (F = 3.87; 11,
3,810 df; P < 0.001). There w ere no apparent patterns in bias or precision based
on frequencies.

Transmission Sites. M ean angular-errors for bearings estim ated to
transm itters placed at each of the 196 transmission sites ranged from -1.99° to
2.17°. Precision ranged from 0.48° to 3.15° and differed by transmission site (F =
3.41; 195,3,626 df; P < 0.001). I did not determ ine which transm ission sites
produced significantly-biased bearings or conclude which sites differed in
precision because of the large num ber of sites. Therefore, I w as unable to
identify patterns in bias or precision based on transmission sites. However,
individual site-specific factors, e.g., habitat or distance to receiver, were
examined below.
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H abitats. M ean angular-errors for bearings estimated to transmitters
placed w ithin different habitat types ranged from -0.07° to 0.03° (Table I).
Bearings w ere not biased in any habitat type (P = 0.645 to 0.999). However,
bearing precision, which ranged from 1.27° to 1.81°, did vary by habitat type (F
= 10.41; 5,3,816 df; P < 0.001). Bearing precision was highest for transmitters
placed in fallow fields and lowest for transm itters placed in vegetated wetland.

Receiving-Station Locations and Their Distances to Transmitters
Receiving-Station Locations. M ean angular-errors for bearings estimated
from various receiving stations ranged from -1.19° to 1.45°. Twenty-two stations
had m ean bearings that w ere biased, Le., different from 0° (P < 0.001 to 0.025).
Precision of bearings ranged from 0.85° to 1.94° and differed by station (F = 6.75;
32,3,789 df; P < 0.001). There were no identifiable patterns in bias or precision
based on receiving-station locations, however, individual site-specific factors,
e.g., transm ission lines or distance to transm itter, were examined below.

Presence or Absence of Transmission Lines. In the absence of
transmission lines, m ean angular-error w as -0.11° (95% Cl: -0.18° to -0.03°), and
in the presence of transmission lines, m ean angular-error was 0.08° (95% Cl:
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Table I. Bias and precision of 3,822 radiotelemetry bearings (in degrees), estimated
to transmitters at known locations in 6 habitats, in the lower Flathead Valley,
Montana, 1993.

Bearing error
Bias3

No. of
e

F^recisionb

Habitat

bearings

Wetland vegetation

814

0.004 -0.121,0.128 1.809 1.725,1.902

Grassland

2,032

-0.004 -0.074,0.066 1.615 1.567,1.666

Cropland

521

0.000 -0.145,0.145 1.686 1.590, 1.795

W e,G rSc,W o

Fallow

360

0.031 -0.101,0.162 1.267 1.181,1.367

ScAVo

Scrub/hedgerow

75

-0.069 -0.384,0.246 1.371 1.181, 1.634

Gr,Cr,Fa,Wo

Woodland

20

-0.020 -0.814,0.773 1.696 1.289, 2.476

We,Gr,Cr,FaSc

95% Cl

SD

95% CIc
wo

Cr,

CrSc.W o

a Departure of mean bearing-errors from O0 for 6 habitats (t-tests, P = 0.644 to 0.999).
No habitat types produced significantly-biased mean bearing-errors (P > 0.05).
b Variability in bearing errors among habitats. Variances were non-homogeneous
(Levene's test; F = 10.408; 5,3,816 df; P < 0.001).
c Precision in an individual habitat was not different from precision(s) in the coded
list (P > 0.05 based on overlapping 95% O s). Habitat codes represent first 2 letters
of habitat name.
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0.01° to 0.15°). M ean angular-errors for bearings estimated from both types of
stations w ere biased (P = 0.006 and P = 0.036, respectively). Precision of bearings
differed w ith presence (1.70°) or absence (1.53°) of transmission lines (F = 19.63;
1 ,3,820 df; P < 0.001).

Distances from Transmitters to Receivers. Distances from transmitters to
receiving stations ranged from 4 m to 1,218 m. M ean angular-errors for bearings
estim ated to transm itters in different distance categories ranged from -0.56° to
0.04° (Table 2). Only m ean bearings estim ated to transm itters >999 m from
receiving stations were biased (P = 0.018). Precision of bearings ranged front
1.58° to 1.82°. Levene's test for hom ogeneity of variance indicated a marginal
difference in precision by distance category (F = 2.57; 3,3,818 df; P = 0.053).
Because Levene's test produced a P-value >0.05, all 95% confidence intervals for
precision estimates by distance category overlapped. However, w hen I
constructed 90% confidence intervals, transm itters 333-666 m from receiving
stations w ere show n to produce m ean bearings that w ere m ore precise than
transm itters 666-999 m from receiving stations.
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Table 2. Bias and precision of 3,822 radiotelemetry bearings (in degrees), estimated
to transmitters at known locations within 4 distance categories, in the lower
Flathead Valley Montana, 1993.

Bearing error
Distance category

No. of

(m)

bearings

Biasa
e

95% O

Predsionb
SD

95% CM

865

-0.041 -0.152,0.069 1.654 1.580,1.736 b ,c ,d

333-666

1,824

0.043 -0.029,0.116 1.581 1.531,1.634 a ,c ,d

666-999

1,070

-0.008 -0.109,0.094 1.691 1.622,1.766 A1B1D

63

-0.558 -1.017,0.100 1.822 1.550,2.211 A1B1C

<333

>999

a Departure of mean bearing-errors from O0 for 4 distance categories (f-tests, P =
0.018 to 0.883). Boldfaced mean bearing-errors were significantly biased (P < 0.05).
bVariability in bearing errors among distance categories. Variances were
marginally non-homogeneous (Levene's test; F = 2.567; 3,3,818 df; P = 0.053).
c Precision within an individual distance-category was not different from
precisions) in the coded list (P > 0.05 based on overlapping 95% Os). Distance
category codes are: A = <333 m; B = 333-666 m; C = 666-999 m; D = >999 m.
=90% O s are: A = (1.592,1.723); B = (1.539,1.625); C = (1.633,1.753); and D = (1.590,
2.241).
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Observers and Temporal Factors
Observers. Because observers collected data on consecutive days and I
adjusted bearings for systematic daily biases, m ean angular-errors for bearings
estim ated to transm itters w ere not biased for any observer (P > 0.999; Table 3).
However, precision ranged from 1.49° to 1.81° and differed am ong observers (F
= 26.62; 2,3,819 d f;P < 0.001).

Day of Data Collection. Observers A, B, and C gathered data for 5,11,
and 6 days, respectively. Because I adjusted bearings for systematic daily biases,
m ean angular-errors for bearings estim ated to transmitters were not biased on
any day, for any observer (P > 0.999; Table 3). However, I was able to test for
differences in precision by day. Precision of bearings estim ated each day ranged
from 1.27° to 2.06° for observer A, 0.85° to 1.91° for observer B, and 1.58° to
2.88° for observer C. Precision differed by day for each observer (F = 9.72; 4,
1,003 df; P < 0.001; F = 8.17; 10,1,964 df; P < 0.001; and F = 6.00; 5,833 df; P <
0.001). There w ere no patterns in daily precision for observers A and C,
however, observer B exhibited a general increase in precision over his first seven
days of data collection.
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Table 3. Bias and precision of 3,822 radiotelemetiy bearings (in degrees), estimated
to transmitters at known locations by 3 observers during 5,11, and 6 days of
individual data collection, in the lower Flathead Valley, Montana, 1993.

Bearing error
Observer

No. of

Day

bearings

Biasab
e

95% a

Predsioncd
SD

95% Q ef

1,008

0.000 -0.109,0.109 1.758 1.684,1.838

I

239

-0.000 -0.233,0.233 1.829 1.678,2.009

2

213

-0.000 -0.203,0.203 1.501 1.371,1.659

3

158

0.000 -0.256,0.256 1.630 1.468,1.832

U5

4

298

0.000 -0.235,0.235 2062 1.908,2.242

I

5

100

0.000 -0.251,0.251 1.266 1.112,1.471

23

1,975

0.000 -0.066,0.066 1.487 1.4421.535

I

118

0.000 -0.312,0.312 1.712 1.518,1.963

233,9,11

2

240

0.000 -0.210,0.210 1.648 1.513,1.811

133,9,11

3

165

-0.000 -0.245,0.245 1.596 1.440,1.789

4

223

0.000 -0.178,0.178 1.350 1.235,1.488

3 3 3 3 ,9 ,1 0

5

240

0.000 -0.166,0.166 1.302 1.195,1.431

43,7,9

6

240

-0.000 -0.171,0.171 1.346 1.235,1.479

7

194

0.000 -0.154,0.154 1.088 0.990,1.209

5

8

213

0.000 -0.215,0.215 1.592 1.454,1.759

1 3 3 3 3 ,9 ,1 0 ,1 1

9

171

0.000 -0.221,0.221 1.462 1.321,1.635

1 ,2 3 3 3 3 3 ,1 0

10

11

-0.000 -0.569,0.569 0.847 0.5921485

11

160

0.000 -0.298,0.298 1.906 1.717,2.141

ObserverA

Observer B

c
3,4

1,2,433,9,10,11

3 ,4 3 3 ,9

3 ,4 3 3 ,7 3 ,9
1333
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Table 3. Continued.
Bearing error
Biasab

Observer

No. of

Day

bearings

Observer C

839

0.000 -0.109,0.109 1.805 1.723,1.896

I

105

-0.000 -0.358,0.358 1.851 1.630, 2.141

2,45,6

2

217

-0.000 -.0212, 0.212 1.584 1.448,1.749

1,5,6

3

24

0.000 -1.215,1.215 2.877 2.236,4.035

4

148

0.000 -0.329,0.329 2.025 1.817,2.286 !AM

5

160

0.000 -0.255,0.255 1.632 1.471,1.834

i,2,4,6

6

185

-0.000 -0.265,0.265 1.829 1.660,2.037

i,2,4,5

e

95% a

Predsioncd
SD

95% CM
a

4

a Departure of mean bearing-errors from O0 for 3 observers (f-tests, P > 0.999). No
observers produced significantly-biased mean bearing-errors (P > 0.05).
bDeparture of mean bearing-errors from O0 for 5,11, and 6 observer days (f-tests, P
> 0.999). No observer days produced significantly-biased mean bearing-errors (P >
0.05).
c Variability in bearing errors among observers. Variances were non-homogeneous
(Levene's test; F = 26.617; 2,3,819 df; P < 0.001).
d Variability in bearing errors among observer days. Variances were nonhomogeneous (Levene's tests; F = 9.718; 4,1,003 df; P < 0.001; F = 8.170; 10,1,964; P
< 0.001; and F = 6.003; 5,833 df; P < 0.001).
e Precision for an individual observer was not different from predsion(s) in the
coded list (P > 0.05 based on overlapping 95% Os). Observer codes match
observer letters.
f Precision for an individual observer-day was not different from those precision(s)
in the coded list (P > 0.05 based on overlapping 95% Os). Day codes match day
numbers for each observer.
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Location A ttem pt. I estim ated bearings to each transm itter up to 5 times
daily. M ean angular-errors for bearings estim ated to transm itters during the
various location attem pts ranged from -0.09° to 0.12° (Table 4). During the first
location attem pt of the day, the m ean bearing was biased (P = 0.04). Precision of
bearings ranged from 1.60° to 2.02°. Levene's test for homogeneity of variance
indicated th at precision did not differ by location attem pt (F = 1.98; 4,3,817 df; P
= 0.094), however, non-overlapping 95% confidence intervals suggested that the
5th location attem pt m ay have been less precise than other attem pts. Note:
Non-overlapping confidence intervals m ay be the result of constructing
individual rather than simultaneous Bonferroni confidence intervals.

Time of Day. M ean angular-errors during various hours of the day
ranged from -0.42° to 0.53° (Table 5). Bearings were significantly biased during
7 of the 11 hours sam pled (P < 0.001 to 0.042). Precision of bearings ranged from
1.58° to 1.82° and differed by hour of the day (F = 2.09; 10,3,811 df; P = 0.022).
Bearings were least precise early in the day, late in the day, and near noon, and
although not presented, this pattern held for all 3 observers.
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Table 4. Bias and precision of 3,822 radiotelemetry bearings (in degrees), estimated
to transmitters during 1-5 location attempts, in the lower Flathead Valley Montana,
1993.

Bearing error
No. of

Biasa

Precision^

Location attem pt

bearings

I

1,079

0.103 0.006,0.199 1.608 1.543,1.679

2

1,028

0.024 -0.074,0.122 1.600 1.534,1.672 U4

3

923

-0.086 -0.194,0.022 1.668 1.595,1.748 U4

4

712

-0.093 -0.212,0.027 1.625 1.544,1.714 U3

5

80

e

95% Cl

SD

95% CL

0.123 -0.326,0.572 2.018 1.746,2.390

23,4

3

a Departure of mean bearing-errors from O0 during 1-5 location attempts (f-tests, P =
0.037 to 0.630). Boldfaced mean bearing-errors were significantly biased (P < 0.05).
b Variability in bearing errors among location attempts. Variances were
homogeneous (Levene's test, F = 1.983; 4,3,817 d t P = 0.094).
c Precision during an individual location-attempt was not different from precisions)
in the coded list (P > 0.05 based on overlapping 95% CIs). Location-attempt codes
match location-attempt numbers.
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Table 5. Bias and precision of 3,822 radiotelemetry bearings (in degrees), estimated
to transmitters at known locations during various hours of the day, in the lower
Flathead Valley, Montana, 1993.

Bearing error
Bias3

No. of
e

95% Cl

Precdsionb
SD

95% CF

Time

bearings

0700-0759

11

-0.218 -1.546,1.110 1.977

1.382,3.468

8,9, 10, 11, 12,13,14, 15, 16,17

0800-0859

126

0.126 -0.165,0.416 1.648

1.467, 1.881

7,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17

0900-0959

370

-0.003 -0.167,0.161 1.605

1.497, 1.730

7*10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17

1000-1059

502

0.156 0.018,0.293

1.569

1.477, 1.672

7*9,11,12,13,14,15,17

1100-1159

570

0.242 0.113,0.372

1.573

1.487, 1.670

7*9,10,12,13,14,15,17

1200-1259

427

-0.170 -0.333,-0.007 1.718

1.610, 1.842

7*9,10,11,13,14,15,16,17

1300-1359

528

-0.189 -0.324,-0.055 1.573

1.483, 1.674

7*9,10,11,12,14,15,17

1400-1459

491

-0.101 -0.240,0.038 1.566

1.473, 1.670

7*9,10,11,12,13,15,17

1500-1559

477

0.162 0.017,0.307 1.612

1.515, 1.721

7*9,10,11,12,13,14,16,17

1600-1659

266

-0.423 -0.647,-0.199 1.852

1.707, 2.025

7*9,12,15,17

1700-1759

54

0.529 0.041,1.017 1.787

1.503, 2.207

7*9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16

a Departure of mean bearing-errors from O0 for 11 hourly periods (f-tests, P < 0.001
to 0.973). Boldfaced mean bearing-errors were significantly biased (P < 0.05).
b Variability in bearing errors among hours. Variances were non-homogeneous
(Levene's test; F = 2.089; 10,3,811 df; P = 0.022).
c Precision within an individual time-category was not different from precisions) in
the coded list (P > 0.05 based on overlapping 95% Os). Time-category codes
represent the hour of the day (e.g. 7 = 0700-0759).
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W eather Conditions
Tem perature. Tem peratures during triangulations ranged from 11 to 31
C. M ean angular-errors for bearings estim ated to transm itters during different
tem perature categories ranged from -0.15° to 0.10° (Table 6). Although 2 of 4
tem perature categories had m ean bearings th at were significantly biased (P =
0.016 and P = 0.032), precision of bearings did not differ am ong tem perature
categories (F = 0.46; 3,3,718 df; P = 0.711). Precision ranged from 1.59° to 1.68°.

H um idity. Relative hum idity during triangulations ranged from 21 to
95%. M ean angular-errors for bearings estim ated to transm itters within
hum idity categories ranged from -0.16° to 0.22° (Table 6). Only bearings taken
w hen hum idity was low (20-39.9%) had a biased m ean (P = 0.009). Precision
ranged from 1.40° to 1.70° and was different among hum idity categories (F =
5.14; 3,3,718 df; P = 0.002). Bearings w ere m ost precise w hen hum idity was in
the lowest category.

Cloud C over/Precipitation. M ean angular-errors for bearing estimated
during 5 cloud cover/precipitation categories ranged from -0.09° to 0.03° (Table
6). N o category had a biased m ean bearing (P = 0.495 to 0.825). Precision of
bearings ranged from 1.52° to 2.12° and differed among cloud
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Table 6. Bias and precision of radiotelemetry bearings (in degrees), estimated to
transmitters at known locations during various weather conditions, in the lower
Flathead Valley, Montana, 1993.

Bearing error
Weather condition

No. of

Category

bearings

Biasabc
e

95% Cl

Predsiondef
SD

95% CIshi

Temperature (C)
11-15.9

253

-0.140 -0.349,0.064 1.684 1.549,1.845

16-20.9

1,619

21-25.9

1,320

-0.034 -0.120,0.052 1.590 1.532,1.653 n,i6,26

26-30.9

530

-0.154 -0.296,-0.013 1.660 1.565,1.766 11,1601

20-39.9

531

-0.158 -0.277,-0.039 1.395 1.316,1.484

40-59.9

1,937

-0.006 -0.080,0.069 1.669 1.618,1.724

60,80

60-79.9

1,109

0.057 -0.043,0.157 1.697 1.629,1.771

40,80

80-99.9

145

0.220 -0.056,0.496 1.683 1.509,1.903

40,60

0.100 0.019,0.181

16,21,26

1.669 1.614,1.729 n,2i,26

Relative humidity (%)

Cloud cover/precipitation
Sunny

1,531

0.026 -0.050,0.102 1.516 1.464,1.572

Mo,Ov

Partly Cloudy

1,093

-0.029 -0.129,0.071 1.689 1.621, 1.763

Mo1O v

Mostly Cloudy

411

-0.018 -0.178,0.142 1.648 1.543,1.769

pa,Ov

Overcast

605

0.024 -0.108, 0.156 1.651 1.563, 1.750

Rainy

182

-0.086 -0.396,0.224 2.118 1.920,2.361

Su,Pa,Mo

a Departure of mean bearing-errors from O0 for 4 temperature categories (f-tests, P =
0.016 to 0.440). Boldfaced mean bearing-errors were significantly biased (P < 0.05).
bDeparture of mean bearing-errors from O0 for 4 relative-humidity categories (ttests, P = 0.009 to 0.880). Boldfaced mean bearing-errors were significantly biased
(P < 0.05).
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Table 6. Continued.

c Departure of m ean bearing-errors from O0 for 5 cloud-cover/precipitation
categories (f-tests, P = 0.495 to 0.825). N o cloud-cover/precipitation category
produced significantly-biased m ean bearing-errors (P > 0.05).
d Variability in bearing errors among temperature categories. Variances were
homogeneous (Levene's test; F = 1.810; 3,3,718 df; P = 0.143).
e Variability in bearing errors among relative-humidity categories. Variances were
rton-homogeneous (Levene's test; F - 5.140; 3,3,718 df; P = 0.002).
f Variability in bearing errors among cloud-cover/precipitation categories.
Variances were non-homogeneous (Levene's test; F = 10.807; 4,3,718 df; P < 0.001).
s Precision in an individual teinperature-category was not different from
predsion(s) in the coded list (P > 0.05 based on overlapping 95% O s).
Temperature-category codes represent the lower bound of the category (e.g., 11 =
11-15.9 C).
h Precision in an individual humidity-category was not different from precisions) in
the coded list (P > 0.05 based on overlapping 95% Os). Humidity-category
codes represent the lower bound of the category (e.g., 20 = 20-39.9%).
*Precision in an individual cloud-cover/precipitation-category was not different
from predsion(s) in the coded list (P > 0.05 based on overlapping 95% Os).
Cloud-cover/precipitation category codes represent the first 2 letters of the
category name.
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cover/precipitation categories (F = 10.81; 4,3,817 df; P < 0.001). Bearings were
m ost precise on sunny days and least precise on rainy days.
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Discussion

Overall Bearing Error
M any of the differences in precision th at I found to be significant may
appear to be very small. However, the effects of "small" changes in precision
can have im portant impacts on location estimates via triangulation. Given 2
hypothetical bearing standard deviations of 1.5° and 2.0°, 2 receiving stations, a
90° angle of bearing intersection, and an estim ated location 500 m from each of
the stations, these standard deviations w ould produce 95% confidence ellipses
3228.30 m 2 and 5737.11 m2, respectively. The difference in ellipse sizes
represents a 77.7% increase in ellipse area from the less-precise to the moreprecise bearings. Such differences can be very im portant in radiotelemetry
studies, especially if the objective is to determ ine habitat use. Therefore, it is
im portant to identify sources of even small differences in precision and consider
ways to lessen their impact.

Transmitters and Their Locations
A lthough only 2 of 12 transm itters in m y study show ed biased mean
bearings, there were significant differences in precision among transmitters.
Springer (1979) also examined variation in transmitter-specific bearing error and
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found no differences in bias among transmitters. However, Springer (1979) only
com pared 4 transm itters and did not state if bearings estim ated to transmitters
differed significantly in precision.
Reasons for variation among transm itters are not obvious. Sargeant (1980)
noted th at frequency range and signal type (pulsing versus continuous) affected
the quality of signals (including obstacle penetration and range) and accuracy of
estim ated locations. Lee et al. (1979) and C ederlund (1985) presented conflicting
results w hen comparing m odulating and non-m odulating signals. However,
none of these factors varied w ithin m y transmitters. C ederlund (1985) also
suggested that transm itter w hip-antenna orientation m ay contribute to angular
error, i.e., vertical versus horizontal orientation. However, this was also constant
for m y transmitters, Le., antennae w ere placed at approxim ate 45° angles to the
ground. I speculate that variation in o utput strength among m y transmitters
m ay have contributed to differences observed in precision.
The locations of transm itters are likely m ore im portant than the
transm itters themselves at determ ining specific levels of bearing error. Both bias
and precision w ere related to transmission-site locations in this study. However,
w ith such a large num ber of transm itter locations (n = 196) influenced by
num erous other explanatory variables (see below), it was impossible to
immediately conclude which factors a t particular transmission-sites (or during
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triangulation attem pts to those sites) m ost affected bearing error. I suspect that
bias and precision varied w ith transmission sites because of variation within and
interactions betw een these other explanatory variables.
Qf all the explanatory variables m easured, only habitat types were
recorded directly at transmission sites. H abitat type was related to bearing
precision in this study, w ith the m ost precise bearings being estim ated to
transm itters placed in non-vegetated or sparsely-vegetated habitats such as
fallow fields or hedgerows (much of the hedgerow habitat on the study area
consisted of row s of young trees that w ere <0.5 m tall and separated by
cultivated soil). Bearings w ere least precise w hen transm itters w ere located in
densely-vegetated w oodland and wetland habitats. Thus, it appeared that
vegetative structure a n d /o r m oisture content of vegetation influenced bearing
errors in m y study.
Otiier sources have reported vegetative structure and m oisture content to
have im portant impacts on bearing error. H upp and Ratti (1983) reported that
vegetational interference and signal bounce increased bearing error in forested
environments. Similarly, Anderka (1987) stated that tall trees polarize radio
signals, requiring specially oriented antenna arrays. Sargeant (1980) and
Anderka (1987) reported that range of signals changes as vegetation changes
w ith the seasons, e.g., a 50% reduction in range from April to July due to
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vegetation grow th (Sargeant 1980). A nderka (1987) reported that vegetation
w ith high m oisture content absorbs radio-frequency energy. M oisture on the
vegetation m ay be as im portant as m oisture w ithin the plants. Cederlund et al.
(1979) found that w et vegetation produced bearings w ith higher variation. W et
vegetation m ay affect bearings by attenuating the radio signal (Macdonald and
Amlaner 1980).

Receiving-Station Locations and Their Distances to Transmitters
Results of this study show ed bearing bias and precision varied by
receiving-station location. Similar findings w ere reported by C ederlund et al.
(1979), Springer (1979), M acdonald and Am laner (1980), and H upp and Ratti
(1983). I suspect that variation in the quality of bearings taken from different
receiving stations w as prim arily a result of transmission lines in the vicinity of
the receiving stations.
I noted differences in both bias and precision w hen the receiver was near
transmission lines. Similarly, Cederlund et al. (1979) found th at an area w ith
high voltage powerlines produced considerable bias and produced bearings w ith
higher variance. From discussions w ith num erous researchers w ho had
experience w ith radiotelemetry, I believe that errors caused by transmission lines
are more prevalent than the num ber of references in current literature would
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indicate. Explanations for causes of bearing error due to transmission lines are
also limited. H egdal and Colvin (1986) stated that powerlines can bounce radio
signals. A nderka (1987) stated that powerline noise can affect signal quality and
range.
In addition to site-specific characteristics of receiving stations, bearing
error can be influenced by the distances from those receiving stations to
transmitters. Although confidence intervals overlapped for all distance
categories in m y study, point estimates of standard deviations suggested a
parabolic pattern in bearing precision versus distance. Pace (1988) also reported
a parabolic relationship, w ith lower bearing precision at small or great distances
and higher bearing precision at interm ediate distances betw een transm itter and
receiver. In m y study, bearings to transm itters that w ere very close to the
receiver w ere often difficult to estimate because distinct signal-nulls were
impossible to detect. Bearings to transm itters very far from the receiver were
often difficult to estimate because of w eaker signals. In other studies. Springer
(1979) found no relationship between error and distance from transm itter to
receiver, and Cederlund et al. (1979) saw an increase in precision w ith increased
distance betw een transm itter and receiver.
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Observers and Temporal Factors
I found non-homogeneous variances am ong observers. Differences could
not be explained by experience (no observer had previous radiotelemetry
experience and all received the same am ount of training). Also, all 3 observers
followed the same procedures. Springer (1979) and Lee et al. (1985) have also
investigated variation by observer: neither reported differences in precision
among observers. Inherent individual ability m ay have differed among
observers in m y study. If differences in ability are suspected to be the cause of
variability in precision, then efforts should be m ade to further train those
individuals w ith lower precision (Springer 1979, Lee et al. 1985). Differences in
precision among observers m ay be a result of partial confounding with other
m easured sources. Combinations of other factors that did no t rem ain constant
betw een observers, e.g., w eather or portion of study area, m ay have contributed
to individual differences.
Observers have the potential to perform differently over time. I saw
differences in precision by day for all 3 observers. Precision m ay have differed as
a result of increasing individual experience. Precision for observer B increased
steadily for the first 7 days of data collection. However, observers A and C did
not show such patterns. Changes in daily w eather conditions likely influenced
precision as well as transm itter placem ent (transmitters were placed in different
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areas of the study area each day). Springer (1979) reported a difference in
bearing precision betw een 2 days of investigation but did not specify if the
difference was significant, and did not speculate as to causes for the difference.
As m ean bearing-errors varied am ong days, they also varied within days.
Location attem pt m ay have affected precision in m y study. O n occasions w hen a
5th attem pt was m ade to estimate bearings to transmitters, the bearings were less
precise than during previous attempts. I suspect that observer fatigue
contributed to this increase in error.
A closer examination of errors w ithin days showed differences in error by
time of day. M ean bearings for 7 of 11 hours were biased. Observed biases m ay
have been the result of m ovem ent throughout the study area during location
attempts. However, 6 of the 7 biased hours had m ean bearing-errors <0.5° and
m ay be of little practical importance.
Differences in precision among hours of the day m ay be m ore important.
Precision was poorest early and late in the day and near lunch tim e (a pattern
th at held for all 3 observers). I suspect that the pattern resulted from changes in
observer energy/concentration levels, fatigue, or hunger. A n alternate
explanation is that electrical interference (background noise) increased during
periods of poorer precision, e.g., increased electricity consum ption or telephone
use in a rural area during these hours. It w ould be useful to collect data at night
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to determ ine w hether factors including poorer visibility, fatigue, and colder
tem peratures are associated w ith poorer precision.

W eather Conditions
Bearing error varied w ith w eather conditions. W eather may have
influenced bearing bias and precision through its effects on radio signals,
receiving equipm ent, or observers. However, it was difficult to identify which
w eather factor(s) caused changes because factors were often highly correlated.
Of the w eather factors examined, tem perature appeared to have the least
im pact on bearing error. Although bearings w ere biased for 2 of 4 tem perature
categories, I cannot explain the pattern observed. However, the levels of bias
observed m ay be of little practical importance: the 2 tem perature categories had
m ean bearing-errors that w ere <0.2°. Precision did not differ by tem perature
category, b u t I collected data only during sum m er months. Bearing error in
w inter m onths m ay have differed from.my observed levels because of more
difficult field conditions.
H um idity had m ore influence than tem perature on bearing error.
Although m ean angular-error was biased w hen relative hum idity was in its
lowest category, the level of bias was again very small. Differences in precision
are likely more im portant. M ean bearings were m ost precise on days w ith low
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relative hum idity. Air m oisture m ay have affected signal quality. In addition,
during m any of the m ost hum id days, rain fell.
Bearings were m ost precise on sunny days and least precise on rainy days.
Anderka (1987) reported that rain or snow affects radiotelem etry range by
absorbing signals. C ederlund et al. (1979) reported that w et w eather produced
w et vegetation, w hich in tu rn caused bearing error. Although w e did not collect
data during heavy electrical storm s due to the possibility of equipm ent damage
or personal injury, Sargeant (1980) and A nderka (1987) stated that electrical
storm s can affect radio-signal quality and range due to atm ospheric noise.

Research Implications and Recommendations
Given the sources of error that I identified, as well as any others
suspected, researchers m ay use 2 approaches to reduce bias a n d / or increase
precision: (I) avoid situations w here errors are m ore likely to exist or (2) correct
or adjust for errors know n to be present. A n advantage of the first approach is
th at higher quality bearings will immediately be available from which to
estimate locations. This technique is also quick and requires no additional
analysis. However, there are also disadvantages to the first approach. First;
sources of potential error m ust be recognized and avoided prior to data
collection. Although obvious factors can often be recognized, e.g., pow er lines or
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harsh w eather conditions, other sources of error are more discrete. We do not
I

always know w here or how errors will express themselves, e.g., individual
observer tolerances or fatigue levels. A second disadvantage is that a location
w ith a potential source of error m ay be optim ally situated in term s of distance
and angle of bearing intersection. In such circumstances, the bearing error m ay
have the least effect on precision of the estim ated location. A third disadvantage
is that it m ay be impossible to avoid certain sources of error, e.g., in m any rural
areas, transm ission lines parallel all available roads. Finally, avoiding poor
situations could provide incorrect or incomplete understanding of an animal's
biology or behavior. Avoiding bearing estimates in certain areas could bias
habitat selection results, or avoiding bearing estimates during certain weather
conditions could cause researchers to miss particular m ovem ents or behaviors.
Given problem s associated w ith the first approach, it m ay be
advantageous to estimate bearings w ith the knowledge that errors are likely to
occur, and adjust for differences in bias or precision after bearings have been
recorded. Systematic differences in bias and precision m ust first be noted
(bearings taken to transm itters at know n locations are required). Once errors are
identified, they can be corrected. Systematic differences in bearing error by
receiver location are perhaps the easiest errors for which to correct. Consistent
biases for particular receiving locations can be corrected by adjusting tower
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orientation (Lee et al. 1985) or by adjusting recorded bearings by the m ean bias to
increase accuracy of radio locations (Cederlund et al. 1979). Systematic
differences in precision could possibly be accounted for by giving more weight to
bearings taken from more precise stations, or by using multiple variances to
generate confidence ellipses, i.e., modifying SAS code (Appendix A) to accept
m ultiple variances (by station) rather than a single (pooled) standard deviation.
After bias and precision have been corrected for receiving stations, other error
sources could possibly be adjusted for. Note: This situation is som ewhat
analogous to correcting for habitat misclassification bias in selection studies (see
Samuel and Kenow 1992).
Disadvantages also exist w hen data are corrected post collection. First,
experimentation w ith dum m y radios is needed to identify systematic differences
in bias a n d /o r precision. However, such experimentation is already required to
calculate the overall bearing standard-deviation needed to construct error
ellipses. Second, m ore analysis is required. But, com puter time is relatively
inexpensive and corrections can be simple. Finally, certain attem pts to correct
for systematic bearing-errors may not be successful at im proving accuracy of
estim ated locations. Cederlund et al. (1979) reported that attem pts to correct
systematic habitat-related biases did not im prove accuracy of location estimates.
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If accurate location-estimates via radiotelem etry triangulation are
im portant to researchers, I recom m end the following steps be followed to
estimate high-quality bearings: (I) estimate bearings using a high-quality nullpeak antenna system; (2) be aware of potential error sources, and avoid the
poorest situations w hen possible; (3) estimate as m any bearings as possible to the
animal(s), correcting any systematic biases if possible; and (4) generate error
ellipses using all available information, i.e., use multiple variances (by station)
rather than a single (pooled) standard deviation.
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CHAPTERS
EFFECTS OF RADIOTELEMETRY TRIANGULATION ERROR ON
DETERMINING HABITAT USE

Introduction

Gaining fundam ental knowledge of a species necessitates identification of
the habitats that are required to sustain individuals or populations.
Subsequently, wildlife biologists attem pt to m anipulate population
characteristics such as recruitm ent or survival by managing those habitats
deem ed im portant or critical. The crucial first step in this process is recognizing
which habitats are selected by individuals, i.e., habitats used in greater
proportions than their availabilities (Johnson 1980). Given the importance of
identifying selected habitats, it is necessary to have techniques that accurately
m easure habitat use.
Radiotelemetry triangulation is routinely used to estim ate locations of
animals for determ ining habitat use (White and G arrott 1986, Samuel and Kenow
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1992). The technique has gained popularity because it can estimate m any
locations w ithout disturbing the radiom arked animals, often in a short time and
w ith minimal effort. Often, inferences about specific habitat-preferences are
draw n from patterns suggested by these radio locations: it is assum ed that
observed patterns are representative of real biological events.
To assum e that the proportions of habitats that triangulations classify as
used represent the actual use-patterns of radiom arked animals, requires that
locations be both accurate and precise. However, radiotelem etry locations have
associated error and only provide estimates of actual locations (Springer 1979).
Therefore, estim ated locations m ay be erroneous and m ay detect animals in
habitats they are not actually using, especially in heterogeneous environments.
Consequently, if misclassification errors are frequent, results of habitat-selection
studies will be biased and misleading. Errors m ay result in over- or under
estim ation of use for various habitats. Thus, use of possible critical habitats m ay
not be detected. Misclassification of habitat use can also greatly reduce the
pow er of statistical tests used to analyze habitat selection (White and Garrott
1986, Nam s 1989). Despite its importance, very few studies have addressed the
effects of misclassification of habitat use on testing for selection (White and
G arrott 1986, Pace 1988, N am s 1989, Samuel and Kenow 1992).
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Triangulation only provides an estimate of a transm itter's actual location
because each bearing used in the triangulation merely estimates the true bearing
from a transm itter to a receiver (Springer 1979). Equipm ent quality,
environm ental factors, and random variability can all cause estim ated bearings
to deviate from the true direction from a transm itter to a receiver by a num ber of
degrees (see Cederlund et al. 1979, Springer 1979, Sargeant 1980, H upp and Ratti
1983, Lee et al. 1985, G arrott et al. 1986, Pace 1988, Schmutz and White 1990, this
study C hapter 2). Consequently, location estimates based on intersections of >2
bearings have associated error areas, i.e., error polygons (Springer 1979) or error
ellipses (White 1985). Thus, locations should be considered as areas rather than
points to incorporate existing error.
Different techniques are used to construct error areas depending on the
num ber of bearings estimated. W hen only 2 bearings are taken, the resulting
intersection forms an estim ated location surrounded by an error polygon (Nams
and Boutin 1991). Because m ost studies only use 2 bearings per location, error
polygons are the m ost commonly used m easures of areal error (Nams 1990:72).
This m ay not be optimal, however. More than 2 bearings are likely required to
obtain location estimates that are precise enough to use in m any habitat-selection
studies (see WTiite and G arrott 1990:101): WZhen >2 bearings are taken. Lentil's
(1981a,b) procedures for estimating locations should be used (Nams and Boutin
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1991). Lenth (1981a,b) provided 3 estimators: the maximum likelihood estimator
(MLE)z the H uber estimator, and the Andrew s estimator. Of these 3, the MLE is
likely m ost appropriate for the majority of radiotelemetry studies. Pace (1988:70)
com pared several estimators and reported that the MLE "clearly exhibited
superior performance" (but see G arrott et al. 1986). Also, the MLE is reportedly
m ore appropriate than the other estimates w hen <5 bearings (the typical case)
are taken (Nams 1990:24). To incorporate existing error, an error ellipse can be
constructed around the location estimate generated by the MLE (White 1985).
Thus, if precise locations are required during investigations involving
radiotelemetry, e.g., habitat-use studies, and to incorporate inherent errors,
researchers should use error ellipses that rely on MLEs.
Using error ellipses to define used habitats often presents a challenge. If
an error ellipse overlaps >1 habitat type, it is not clear to w hich habitat type the
location estimate should be assigned because the actual location m ay be within
any of the habitats covered by the ellipse (Nams 1989). This is a frequent
problem, especially in heterogeneous habitats where habitat use questions are
often m ore interesting.
W hite and G arrott (1990:200) review ed m ethods for dealing w ith error
ellipses th at contain m ultiple habitats: (I) eliminate such locations; (2) random ly
assign each of these locations to I of the habitats; or (3) use the habitat type of the
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point estimate for the location. These m ethods m ay be unacceptable, however, if
accurate m easures of selection are critical and in areas w ith heterogeneous
habitats in small patches. Eliminating locations that overlap >1 habitat results in
lost information (White and G arrott 1990:200), lower efficiency (Nams 1989), and
failure to detect selection of edge habitats (Nams 1989). Randomly assigning a
location to a habitat lowers the pow er of the tests for selection (White and
G arrott 1990:200). Simply using the estim ated location (ignoring error) m ay
m isdassify use and thus reduce pow er of statistical tests for selection (White and
G arrott 1986). Of these 3 m ethods, a ML-based point estim ator m ay be most
appropriate; for large data sets, a m axim um likelihood estimate is essentially
unbiased, has small variance, and is approxim ately norm al (Kleinbaum et al.
1988:489).
A fourth approach, which m ay be appropriate, involves assigning habitat
use based on the habitat compositions w ithin error ellipses. If a location is
estim ated w ith 95% error ellipses 100 times, 95 of the ellipses should contain the
actual location som ewhere within them. Thus, the proportions of an error ellipse
comprised of particular habitats m ay represent the probabilities of an animal
being in those habitats. Since each location estimate can indicate use of multiple
habitats, a total of all probabilities by habitat type w ould provide patterns of
estim ated use based on an area rather than a point. Kufeld et al. (1987) used this
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approach to assign habitat use bu t did no t investigate accuracy of the technique.
Given th at no m ethod of assigning habitat use has been show n to be superior
w hen error ellipses contain m ultiple habitats, further research is clearly needed.
Therefore, I com pared the abilities of MLEs and 95% error ellipses at
correctly classifying habitat use, determ ining use patterns, and detecting habitat
selection, at different levels of precision and under varying habitat
arrangements. To achieve these goals, I established this study w ith the following
objectives: (I) to com pare the abilities of the 2 location-estimation m ethods at
correctly classifying habitats w ithin 2 study sites (study sites that w ere similar in
topography and available vegetation b u t different in habitat arrangem ent and
patchiness); (2) to assess the abilities of the same 2 m ethods at accurately
determining habitat use patterns w ithin the 2 study sites; (3) to judge the abilities
of the 2 m ethods at detecting habitat selection w ithin the 2 study sites; and (4) to
evaluate the effects of precision of location estimates, i.e., error-ellipse size, on
correct-classification rates, determ ination of use patterns, and detection of
selection using the 2 location-estimation-methods within the 2 study sites.
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Study Area

I conducted this investigation in the lower Flathead Valley of western
Montana, approxim ately 80 km north of Missoula, on the Flathead Indian
Reservation (Fig. 4). The study area was approximately 8 km w est of the Mission
M ountains and 20 km east of the Flatitead River and foothills. Lokemoen (1966)
likened the region to pothole habitat in the prairie-pothole region of Canada.
Terrain w as flat to gently rolling glacial moraine. Average pothole density was
65.3/km2, and m ost potholes were <0.1 ha (Lokemoen 1966). The study area
consisted of 2 study-sites (Figs. 5 and 6) th at were located on approximately 317
ha of state-owned Wildlife M anagem ent Areas (WMAs) adjacent to the Ninepipe
National Wildlife Refuge.
The M ontana Departm ent of Fish Wildlife and Parks m anages the WMAs
to provide habitat and food for local wildlife and has created a mosaic of native
and agricultural habitats. Upland land use on WMAs included: idle grassland,
m ow ed grassland, planted cropland (wheat or barley), fallow cropland, and
planted hedgerow. Study site A was 227 ha and contained 7 general habitats:
open w ater (3.7%), vegetated w etland (11.6%), grassland (31.6%), cropland
(24.7%), fallow (26.1%), w oodland (1.4%), and roads or trails (1.0%). Study site B
was 90 ha and contained 8 general habitats: open w ater (9.8%), vegetated
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w etland (13.3%), grassland (53.7%), cropland (1.5%), fallow (16.4%), scrub or
hedgerow (3.6%), w oodland (0.4%), and roads or trails (1.3%). Thus, habitats
were similar in both study sites but the relative proportions of those habitats
differed betw een study sites. Also, study site A generally had larger patches of
uninterrupted habitats than study site B.
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Fig. 4. Map showing the study area for an investigation examining the effects of
radiotelemetry triangulation error on determining habitat use, in the lower Flathead
Valley, Montana, 1993.
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Fig. 5. Habitat types of study site A, for an investigation examining the effects of radiotelemetry triangulation error
on determining habitat use, in the lower Flathead Valley, Montana, 1993.
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Fig. 6. Habitat types of study site B, for an investigation examining the effects of radiotelemetry triangulation error on
determining habitat use, in the lower Flathead Valley, Montana, 1993.
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M ethods

My overall approach was as follows: (I) I placed radio transmitters at
know n locations throughout 2 study sites; (2) crew members estim ated bearings
to the transm itters w ithout knowing their actual locations; (3) I estimated
locations to the transm itters from the recorded bearings; and (4) I examined the
effects of subsequent radiotelem etry triangulation error on determining habitat
use and detecting habitat selection using 2 location-estimation methods: MLEs
(point-estimate m ethod) and 95% error ellipses (proportional-coverage method).

Transm itter Placement
I placed transm itters at know n locations throughout the study area. To
ensure th at transmission sites were not concentrated at any I point within the
study area, I divided the study area into 6 strata (4 strata in study site A and 2
strata in study site B; based on WMA or quarter-section boundaries) and
proportionally allocated transmission sites to strata based on stratum area (Fig.
*
M ost transmission sites (83%) w ere random ly distributed within strata to
ensure th at transm itters were placed in a variety of habitats and at various
distances from roads. I established potential locations for these transmission

#1

#3

#2
647 ha

647 ha

41 R
9W

41 R
9W

324 ha

647 ha

#4
647 ha

21 R
4W
41 R
8W

500 M eters

257 ha

R = number of transmitters placed at random
locations w ith in strata
W = number of transmitters placed in
vegetated-w etland habitats w ithin
strata

Fig. 7. Study area divided into 6 strata, displaying areas (ha) and allocations of transmission sites, for an
investigation examining the effects of radiotelemetry triangulation error on determining habitat use, in the lower
Flathead Valley, Montana, 1993.
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sites by generating random x, y coordinates and plotting the coordinates onto
orthographically corrected aerial photographs. If locations fell on an unsuitable
habitat, i.e., open w ater or road, I generated new x, y coordinates.
A subset of transmission sites (17%) was assigned to vegetated-wetland
habitat w ithin strata to ensure that this rarer habitat was sufficiently sampled.
Sites w ithin vegetated-w etland habitat w ere chosen as follows: (I) on aerial
photographs, I num bered and random ly chose wetlands throughout the study
area; (2) for each w etland selected, I random ly chose a cardinal compass
direction; and (3) for each w etland selected, I plotted a location on the aerial
photograph in the direction chosen from the center of the wetland. The location
was specifically plotted in the vegetated-w etland fringe encircling open w ater on
the photograph (halfway betw een open w ater and any other adjacent habitat).
I located the position of each m apped transmission-site on the ground and
m arked it w ith a stake. W hen a transm ission site specified by m apped
coordinates was difficult to identify on the ground, or w here agricultural
practices w ould have destroyed or m oved a stake during the study, I placed the
stake at or near the closest landm ark that could be recognized on aerial
photographs, e.g., rock piles.
A t each transmission site, I recorded habitat type and noted distances to
habitat boundaries. In m ost cases I w as able to locate m apped coordinates on the
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ground to w ithin a few m eters by using prom inent landm arks and habitat
boundaries that w ere easily identified on aerial photographs.
Next, I random ly chose the order in which the 6 strata w ere to be used for
radiotelem etry work. W ithin a given stratum , I placed transm itters at 2-12
sites/day. A t each transmission site, I placed an 11-gram transm itter (Holohil
Systems, Ltd., Woodlawn, Ontario) on the ground. I used 12 transmitters, w ith
frequencies ranging from 150.107 to 150.729 MHz. Each transm itter was
attached to a 1-liter plastic bottle filled w ith saline solution to simulate the effects
of signal absorption by an animal's body (H upp and Ratti 1983).

Telemetry System and Tracking Protocols
To reduce investigator bias, assistants w ho were unaw are of actual
transm itter locations estim ated bearings to the transmitters that I placed in the
field. Each day an assistant estim ated locations of 4-12 transm itters with 5
bearings/ transm itter. A set of 5 bearings to I transm itter form ed I location
estimate, and location estimates of all transm itters completed I round of data
collection. We attem pted to locate each set of transmitters as m any times per
day as tim e or w eather w ould allow (approximately 4-5 location
attem p ts/ day/transm itter).
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Crew members estim ated locations of transm itters from a vehiclem ounted tracking station w ith an orientation system adapted from Balkenbush
and Hallett (1988). The receiving system consisted of 2 vertically-oriented, 4element, Yagi antennas and a null combiner (ATS, precision-null system
[Advanced Telemetry Systems, Inc., Isanti, Minnesota]), a TeIonics m odel TR-2
receiver (Telonics, Inc., Mesa, Arizona), and a headset. Antennas were m ounted
3 m above the bed of a pickup. I oriented the system to true north by rotating a
compass-rose assembly, which was attached to the antenna m ast, such that north
on the compass rose pointed to true north. To orient the compass rose, I first
Stood 10 m from the antenna m ast and positioned myself due north or due south
using a m irror-sighting compass. I then sighted along a tau t string attached to
the rotating compass-rose assembly while an assistant rotated the compass-rose
assembly until the m irror compass, the string, a m arker on the compass-rose
assembly, and the m ast were in perfect alignment.
Prior to data collection each morning, I checked the accuracy of the
antenna's orientation by taking bearings to a beacon transm itter at a known
location. The beacon was placed on a pole approximately 2 m above the ground
in the center of a section of land and was unobstructed by topography or
vegetation. Bearings to the beacon could be estim ated from due south and due
w est from know n sites that w ere approxim ately 800 m from the transmitter.
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Knowing the true bearings to the beacon from the know n sites allowed the .
system orientation to be corrected if necessary.
I used roadside sites that were easily identifiable on aerial photographs as
receiving stations. A t each receiving station, I oriented the system to true north
and recorded the following data: radio frequency, transmission-site location,
receiving-station location, presence or absence of transmission lines, observer,
date, location attem pt, time of bearing estimation, tem perature, humidity, and
cloud cover/precipitation.

Estimating Locations and Determining H abitat Use
I im ported digital images of m y 2 study sites (2 m pixel resolution) into
the geographical information system IDRISI (Eastman 1993), orthographically
corrected them , and defined habitat boundaries. I then com puted UTM
coordinates for each receiving station. Average map accuracy (root m ean square
error) based on know n control points throughout the study area was 5-10 m.
From each set of 5 bearings estim ated to a transm itter by an assistant, I
estim ated a location for the transmission site (with the MLE) and constructed an
associated 95% error ellipse around that location using SAS code adapted from
White and G arrott (1990:64; Appendix A). To increase sample size and the range
of ellipse areas, I also constructed MLEs and error ellipses from all possible
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combinations of 3 and 4 bearings from the original 5 bearings. Although the
m ultiple location-estimates generated from an original set of bearings were likely
not independent, all location estimates w ere treated as independent observations
in subsequent analyses to m eet objective (4) of the study, i.e.z to assess the effects
of ellipse size on determ ining habitat use and detecting habitat selection required
th at each transm itter's location be estim ated w ith error-ellipses of different sizes.
Estimated locations and error ellipses w ere then superim posed onto the digital
habitat-m aps using ARC/INFO 7.01 (ESRI Inc. 1995).
H abitat use was estim ated for each set of triangulated bearings by 2
methods: (I) the point-estimate m ethod identified the single habitat associated
w ith the position of a point estimate and (2) the proportional-coverage m ethod
identified I or m ore habitats within an error ellipse and then proportionally
allocated use to those habitats based on their contribution to the ellipse, e.g., if
30% and 70% of an ellipse was comprised of habitats A and B, respectively, then
use for th at estim ated location w ould consist of P(A) = 0.3 and P(B) = 0.7.
Habitat-use was estim ated by both m ethods in the 2 study sites. Patterns of
habitat use w ere then determ ined by the above 2 location-estimation methods.
Use patterns for the point-estimate m ethod were determ ined by tallying
the num ber of estim ated locations in each habitat and then com puting the
relative proportions of locations in each habitat. Use patterns for the
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proportional-coverage m ethod w ere calculated by sum m ing all individual
probabilities for each habitat and com paring the relative proportions of sum m ed
probabilities in each habitat. Habitat-use patterns were generated for the 2 study
sites.

Correct-Classification Rates and Habitat-Use Patterns
I assessed the overall accuracy of habitat-use estimates by documenting
correct-classification rates. To judge the accuracy of point estimates, I calculated
the correct-classification rate (rpt) by dividing the num ber of locations with
correctly classified habitats (nc) by the num ber of total estim ated locations (m)
rpt - n d n t .
To evaluate the accuracy of proportional-coverage estimates, I calculated the
correct-classification rate (Tprp) by dividing the sum m ed proportions of correctlyclassified habitats w ithin corresponding ellipses (EPi) by the num ber of total
estim ated locations (nt). For the iih location, P, = the proportion of the correctlyclassified habitat w ithin the corresponding ellipse, where 0 < Pt < I, and i = 1 ,2 ,.
. .,tit, then
Tp r p = yL P i I n l .

Misclassification by a num ber of location estimates can affect perceived
patterns of use. Therefore I com pared estim ated use-patterns to actual use-
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patterns (dictated by placem ent of transm itters in the field) for both estimation
techniques. I used a chi-square contingency test to assess w hether the 2 habitatuse configurations were different (P < 0.05). To determine the ability of point
estimates to generate correct habitat-use patterns, I com pared the frequencies of
estim ated locations {h j) for all habitats (j) to the frequencies of actual locations
(ny) for all habitats (j)

-

x v = i ;

y=i

( V „ ,) 2 /„ /

To describe how accurate the proportional-coverage m ethod was at correctly
determining habitat-use patterns, I com pared the sum m ed proportions of
correctly classified habitats (EP1) for all habitats (j) to the frequencies of actual
locations (nj) for all habitats (j). For the iih location, P, = the proportion of the
correctly-classified habitat w ithin the corresponding ellipse, w here 0 < P, < I, and
z = 1 , 2 , . . . , zzt, then

X ^=E

(Sft-Xj)Vn;.

M

Determining Quality of Observed Habitat-Use Patterns Through
Simulation. Results of the above chi-square tests (X2 statistics, P-values), which
com pared estimated-use patterns w ith actual-use patterns, are dependent on the
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frequencies of estim ated and actual locations w ithin various habitats. Thus,
w hen com paring results from different study sites, differences in the levels of
response m ay be due to differences in num bers of location estimates. Therefore,
to compare the patterns of observed habitat-use in different study sites equitably,
I ran simulations from the original data to generate m ore samples.
I generated 10,000 bootstrap samples from the original samples. Bootstrap
samples of size 200 (arbitrarily chosen to represent a typical num ber of samples
that could be gathered during a telem etry project) were draw n from the
available pool of total estim ated locations. I then used the bootstrap samples to
calculate the median, 5th quantile, and 95th quantile chi-square statistics and
associated P-values for estim ated versus actual habitat use. Bootstraps were
perform ed using FORTRAN code.

Effect of Error- Ellipse Size on Classification Rates and H abitat Use Patterns
It has been argued that the best m easure of precision for location estimates
is the area of error ellipses (Nams 1989, Saltz and White 1990, W hite and G arrott
1990:57, Saltz 1994). Therefore, I investigated the effects of ellipse size on correctclassification rates and observed habitat-use patterns for each m ethod of
determ ining habitat use (point estimate and proportional-coverage method).
Rather th an reporting classification rates or use patterns based on specific ellipse
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sizes (that can vary from site to site), I standardized ellipse sizes by comparing
ellipse area (m2) to the m ean habitat-patch area (m2) for a given study site (see
Nam s 1989). This produced the subsequent ratio of
ellipse s iz e : m ean patch-size.
Researchers often use sizes of error ellipses to m easure the quality of
locations estimates. Typically, some arbitrary ellipse size is chosen and all
locations w ith ellipses greater than that size are disregarded. I examined the
effects of eliminating less precise location estimates, Le., larger error-ellipses, on
determ ining correct-classification rates and patterns of habitat use, using the
ellipse size to m ean patch-size ratio as a filter. I disregarded locations when
ellipse size to m ean patch-size ratios exceeded several cutoff levels: 3 ,2 ,1 ,0.5,
0.4,0.3,0.2,0.1, and 0.05 x m ean patch-size.

Efficiency of Tests for Habitat Selection
Higher correct-classification rates and m ore accurately estim ated habitatuse patterns may ultimately express themselves as more accurate measures of
habitat selection. Nam s (1989) investigated the effects of sim ulated
radiotelem etry-error on chi-square contingency tests for habitat selection by
com paring chi-square values obtained from: estimates of habitat use versus
habitat availabilities (X26St) and actual habitat use (dictated by placem ent of
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transmitters) versus habitat availabilities (X2flc*). Nam s (1989) then quantified
differences betw een estim ated and actual habitat selection results by calculating
efficiencies (X26StZX2flc*). I followed similar procedures (using actual field data
and bootstrap simulations), to determ ine the efficiencies of estim ation m ethods'
at accurately detecting habitat selection in 2 study sites.
As the chi-square statistics for comparisons of estim ated habitat use and
availability approach corresponding chi-square statistics for comparisons of
actual habitat use and availability, efficiency approaches I. Thus, as the level of
estim ated habitat selection approaches the level of actual habitat selection,
efficiency approaches I. Efficiency exceeds I w hen the estimates of habitat use
indicate habitat selection that did not really occur.
Efficiency is m easured independently of sample size (Nams 1989) and can
be calculated from a single sample, b u t precision is not easily calculated from a
single estimate. To provide m easures of precision for efficiencies, I used
bootstrap simulations to generate chi-square statistics, com paring estimated and
actual use w ith habitat availabilities. I generated 10,000 bootstrap samples from
the original samples. Bootstrap samples of size 200 were draw n from the
available pool of total estim ated locations. I then used the bootstrap results to
calculate the m edian, 5th quantile, and 95th quantile efficiency values.
Bootstraps were perform ed using FORTRAN code.
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Effect of Error- Ellipse Size on Efficiency of Tests for Selection
As for determ ining habitat use, I tested the effects of ellipse size on
efficiencies for the point-estimate m ethod and the proportional-coverage
m ethod, in both study sites. Rather than reporting efficiencies based on specific
ellipse sizes, I standardized ellipse sizes by constructing the ratio of ellipse area
to m ean habitat-patch area for a given study site. I examined the effects of
eliminating less precise location estimates, i.e., larger error-ellipses, on efficiency,
using ellipse size to m ean patch-size ratio as a filter. I disregarded locations
w hen ellipse size to m ean patch-size ratios exceeded several cutoff levels: 3 ,2 ,1,
0.5,0.4,0.3,0.2,0.1, and 0.05 x m ean patch-size.

/
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Results

Average habitat-patch size was 12,178 m 2 (SE = 3,170 m 2) in study site A
and 4,663 m 2 (SE = 1,336 m 2) in study site B. Using all possible combinations of 5,
4, and 3 bearings estim ated to each transm itter, I generated 9,237 ellipses for
Study site A and 4,311 ellipses for study site B. Because I chose study sites that
varied in size, differed in habitat composition and configuration, and had
different potential sources of error, ellipse size differed by study area. Mean and
m edian ellipse sizes for bearings estim ated in study site A were 4,601 m 2 (SE = 56
m 2) and 3,138 m 2, respectively. M ean and m edian ellipse sizes for bearings
estim ated in study site B were 2,260 m 2 (SE = 47 m 2) and 1,905 m 2, respectively.

Correct-Classification Rates and Habitat-Use Patterns
From field data collected in study sites A and B, 70.1% (SE = 0.48%) and
68.7% (SE = 0.71%) of point estimates correctly assigned habitat use.
Consequently, the estim ated proportions of use for various habitats were
different from the actual use patterns dictated by the placem ent of the
transm itters in the field (Table 7) for both site A (X2P<= 950.36,7 df, P < 0.0001)
and site B (X2pf = 373.92, 8 df, P < 0.0001).
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Table 7. Actual habitat-use patterns and point-estimates and proportional-coverage
estimates of habitat-use patterns for radio transmitters placed at loiown locations
throughout 2 study sites, in the lower Flathead Valley, Montana, 1993.

Habitat use

Actual8

Point-estimate
method^
n
%

Proportionalcoverage
method^
n
%

Study site

Habitat
typed

A

O ffsite

O

0.00

188

2.04

310.51

3.36

A

A

O

0.00

470

5.09

456.09

4.94

A

B

1,871

20.26

1,117

12.09

1,155.78

12.51

A

C

4,133

44.74

4,044

43.78

3,677.55

39.81

A

D

1,538

16.65

1,528

16.54

1,612.33

17.46

A

E

1,551

16.79

1,629

17.64

1,775.21

19.22

A

G

144

1.56

163

1.76

143.38

1.55

A

H

O

0.00

98

1.06

106.15

1.15

B

O ffsite

O

0.00

122

2.83

184.52

4.28

B

A

O

0.00

185

4.29

224.77

5.21

B

B

686

15.91

727

16.86

676.24

15.69

B

C

2,809

65.16

2,492

57.01

2,408.93

55.88

B

D

O

0.00

4

0.09

14.65

0.34

B

E

558

12.94

509

11.81

551.63

12.80

B

F

194

4.50

226

5.24

190.17

4.41

B

G

64

1.48

25

0.58

14.19

0.33

B

H

O

0.00

21

0.48

45.91

10.6

n

%

8Frequency and percentage of actual locations within various habitat types
corresponding to estim ated locations.
bFrequency and percentage of point estimates within various habitat types.
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Table 7. Continued.

c Frequency and percentage of proportional-coverage estimates within various
habitat types. Frequencies represent sum m ed proportions of error ellipses
w ithin various habitat types.
d Habitat types in study sites A and B. H abitat category codes are: A = Open
water; B = Vegetated wetland; C - Grassland; D = Cropland; E - Fallow; F =
Scrub/ hedgerow; G = W oodland; H - R oads/ trails.
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From field data collected in study sites A and B, 62.2% (SE = 0.30%) and
64.6% (SE = 0.43%) of proportional-coverage estimates correctly assigned habitat
use. As for point estimates, proportional-coverage estimates of use patterns
were different from actual habitat-use patterns (Table 7) in site A (X2prp = 1087.39,
7 df, P < 0.0001) and site B (X2prp = 532.17,8 df, P < 0.0001).

Effect of Error-Ellipse Size on Classification-Rates and Habitat-Use Patterns
Depending on the ellipse size to m ean patch-size ratio, correctclassification rates of habitat use from the point-estimate m ethod (for all field
data) ranged approxim ately from 70% to 75% in study site A (Fig. 8a) and from
70% to 85% in study site B (Fig. 9a). In general, as error-ellipse size decreased
relative to m ean habitat-patch size, correct assignment of habitat use increased.
In study site A, correct-classification rates for the point-estimate m ethod were
highest w hen ellipse size to m ean patch-size ratios were <1.0, i.e., w hen error
ellipses w ere smaller than the m ean patch-size. However, m y ability to correctly
classify habitats did not im prove w ith ratios <0.1. Correct-classification rates
followed a similar pattern in study site B, except that the rate increased more
sharply as ellipse size to m ean patch-size ratios were lowered.
In study site A, the differences detected in use patterns betw een the pointestimate m ethod and actual placements (from bootstrap simulations) became less
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Fig. 8. Com parison of the point-estimate m ethod with the proportional-coverage
m ethod at different error-ellipse size to patch-size ratios, in study site A. Plots 8a
and 8b show the correct-classification rates of estimated habitat-use (from all
field data) using the point-estimate m ethod and the proportional-coverage
m ethod. Plots 8c and 8d indicate similarities between estim ated habitat-use
patterns and actual habitat-use patterns (P-values of chi-square contingency
tests) using the point-estimate m ethod and the proportional-coverage m ethod
(estimated values are generated from 10,000 bootstrap samples, n = 200; solid
lines = m edian P-values and dashed lines = 5th and 95th quantile P-values).
Plots Se and 8f display the efficiencies of the point-estimate m ethod and the
proportional-coverage m ethod at accurately detecting habitat selection
(estimated values are generated from 10,000 bootstrap samples, n = 200; solid
lines = m edian efficiencies and dashed lines = 5th and 95th quantile efficiencies).
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Proportional-Coverage Method
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Fig. 9. Com parison of the point-estimate m ethod with the proportional-coverage
m ethod at different error-ellipse size to patch-size ratios, in study site A. Plots 9a
and 9b show the correct-classification rates of estimated habitat-use (from all
field data) using the point-estimate m ethod and the proportional-coverage
m ethod. Plots 9c and 9d indicate similarities between estim ated habitat-use
patterns and actual habitat-use patterns (P-values of chi-square contingency
tests) using the point-estimate m ethod and the proportional-coverage method
(estimated values are generated from 10,000 bootstrap samples, n = 200; solid
lines = m edian P-values and dashed lines = 5th and 95th quantile P-values; Note
differences in scale of y-axes from plots 8c and 8d). Plots 9e and 9f display the
efficiencies of the point-estimate m ethod and the proportional-coverage m ethod
at accurately detecting habitat selection (estimated values are generated from
10,000 bootstrap samples, n = 200; solid lines = m edian efficiencies and dashed
lines = 5th and 95th quantile efficiencies).
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significant (seen as a very m arginal increase in P-values) w hen ellipse size to
m ean patch-size ratios were decreased to <0.5 (Fig 8c). However, P-values did
not continue to increase w hen ratios dropped below 0.2. In study site B, the
differences betw een observed and expected use patterns (from bootstrap
simulations) followed a similar trend, w ith P-values increasing dramatically as
ellipse size to m ean patch-size ratios w ere reduced from 0.5 to 0.1 (Fig. 9c): at
these levels, differences in observed and expected use patterns became non
significant (P > 0.05).
W hen I used the proportional-coverage m ethod to estim ate habitat use
(based on all field data), correct-classification rates ranged approximately from
62% to 68% in study site A (Fig. 8b) and from 65% to 80% in study site B (Fig. 9b),
depending on the ellipse size to m ean patch-size ratio. In general, as ellipse size
decreased relative to m ean habitat-patch size, correct assignm ent of habitat use
increased in both study sites. As seen w ith the point-estimate m ethod, correctclassification rates for the proportional-coverage m ethod w ere greatest w hen the
. ellipse size to m ean patch-size ratios w ere <1.0 but >0.1. In both study sites,
correct-classification rates w ere lower w ith the proportional-coverage m ethod
than w ith the point-estimate m ethod.
As w ith the point-estimate m ethod, (from bootstrap simulation) the ability
1

of the proportional-coverage m ethod to m ore correctly describe habitat-use
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patterns (seen as an increase in JP-value) occurred w hen the ellipse size to m ean
patch-size ratio decreased from 0.5 to 0.2 in study site A (Fig. 8d) and from 0.5 to
0.1 in study site B (Fig. 9d). Again, the P-values were higher for estimated
habitat-use patterns in study site B, i.e., estim ated use patterns w ere closer to the
actual use patterns. In both study sites, patterns of estim ated habitat use were
closer to actual habitat-use patterns w ith the point-estimate m ethod than w ith
the proportional-coverage m ethod. However, although the ability to correctly
determ ine habitat-use patterns was lower w hen using the proportional-coverage
m ethod, the variability of estimates w as substantially less (up to 10 times less
variable based on 5th and 95th quantiles. Figs Sc and 8d, Figs. 9c and 9d).
I looked for a relationship betw een correct-classification rates (field data)
and accuracy of habitat-use patterns (bootstraps) to see if classification rate
indicated w hen estim ated habitat-use patterns were not significantly different
from actual habitat-use patterns (Fig. 10). I pooled classification rates and Pvalues obtained via both location-estimation m ethods in both study sites.
Estimated habitat-configurations were significantly different (P < 0.05) for actual
habitat use patterns until correct classification rates approached 80%.
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Sudy Site A
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Correct-classification rate (%)

Fig. 10. Relationship of correct habitat-classification rates (%) to accuracy of
observed habitat-use patterns (P-values from chi-square contingency tests).
Results are pooled data from 2 study sites using point estimates and
proportional-coverage estimates of habitat use.
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Efficiency of Tests for Habitat Selection
Chi-square statistics generated for estimates of habitat use versus habitat
availabilities (X2est) and actual habitat use (dictated by placem ent of transmitters)
versus habitat availabilities (X2arf), yielded efficiencies (X2arfZX2arf) for the pointestimate m ethod and the proportional-coverage m ethod in both study sites.
From field data, efficiency of the point-estimate m ethod was 0.586 for all
estim ated locations on study site A and 0.548 for all estim ated locations on study
site B. From field data, efficiency of the proportional-coverage m ethod was
0.532 for all estim ated locations on study site A and 0.478 for all estimated
locations on study site B. Thus, study site A provided m ore efficient estimates of
habitat selection and the point-estimate m ethod was more efficient in both study
sites.

Effect of Error-Ellipse Size on Efficiency Tests for Selection
Depending on the ellipse size to m ean patch-size ratio (bootstrap
simulations), efficiency of the point-estimate m ethod ranged approximately from
0.65 to 1.15 in study site A (Fig. Se) and from 0.55 to 0.85 in study site B (Fig. 9e),.
In general, as ellipse size decreased relative to m ean habitat-patch size, efficiency
increased. The point-estimate m ethod show ed the sharpest increases in
efficiency w hen the ellipse size to m ean patch-size ratios w ere < I in study site A

I
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and w hen the ellipse size to m ean patch-size ratios w ere low ered to from I to 0.1
in study site B. Efficiencies of detecting habitat selection w ere higher in study
site A.
Efficiency of the proportional-coverage m ethod (bootstrap simulations)
ranged approxim ately from 0.55 to 1.05 in study site A (Fig. 8f) and from 0.35 to
0.85 in study site B (Fig. 9f), depending on the ellipse size to m ean patch-size
ratio. In general, as ellipse size decreased relative to m ean habitat-patch size,
efficiency increased. As for the point-estimate method, the proportionalcoverage m ethod show ed a sharp increase in efficiency w hen the ellipse size to
m ean patch-size ratios were low ered to < I in study site A and w hen the ellipse
size to m ean patch-size ratios w ere low ered to from I to 0.1 in study site B. As
for the point-estimate m ethod, higher efficiencies were detected in study site A.
In both study sites, efficiencies were greater for the point-estimate m ethod than
for the proportional coverage m ethod, however, variability of estimates was
substantially less (up to 40% less variable based on 5th and 95th quantiles. Figs Se
and 8f, Figs. 9e and 9f).
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Discussion

Determining Habitat Use
For locations estim ated via radiotelem etry to be useful, they m ust
correctly classify habitat use and, m ore importantly, accurately estimate patterns
of habitat use. Although the point estimate and proportional-coverage m ethods
correctly classified habitats for approxim ately 70% and 63% of all estimated
locations, respectively, both m ethods produced estim ated habitat-use patterns
that were significantly different from actual habitat-use patterns. It appeared
that misclassification errors caused estim ated patterns of habitat-use to approach
proportions of habitats that w ere available (see Nam s 1989, Samuel and Kenow
1992). Such errors could severely bias results of studies requiring measures of
habitat use (Nams 1989, Samuel and Kenow 1992). Because of problems
associated w ith habitat misclassification. Pace (1988:141) expressed strong
concerns regarding the interpretation of habitat use information gathered via
radiotelem etry triangulation.
My results strongly suggest that, given errors associated w ith location
estimates, especially in heterogeneous environments, steps should be taken to
im prove the quality of estim ated locations. One technique th at m ay increase the
quality of location estimates is the rem oval of habitat-misclassification bias. But
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to rem ove misclassification bias requires representative estimates of habitat
misclassification. W hite and G arrott (1986) suggested that random locations be
plotted on study-area m aps to estimate habitat-specific misclassification rates.
However, sim ulated locations m ay not provide an accurate depiction of habitatrelated error. Field experimentation, using location estimates for dum m y
transm itters or animals at know n locations, m ay be more appropriate. If
subsequent simulations or experimentation suggest that consistent
misclassification of certain habitats exists, then habitat-specific biases can
possibly be corrected. Nam s (1989) and Samuel and Kenow (1992) explained
procedures to correct for habitat-misclassification bias
If habitat-misclassification bias can be removed, then the m ost appropriate
m ethod of estimating locations m ust be chosen. Results from this study indicate
th at the point-estimate m ethod provided estimates of habitat-use patterns that
were closer to actual-use patterns than the proportional-coverage method.
However, sim ulation results show ed that estimates of habitat-use patterns from
the proportional-coverage m ethod were m uch m ore precise than the pointestimate m ethod. I could find no other study investigating the effects of
location-estimation m ethod on accuracy of estimating habitat-use patterns.
Therefore, if bias can be removed, m y results suggest that the m ore precise
proportional-coverage m ethod m ay be m ore appropriate. I caution, however.
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that using the proportional-coverage m ethod w ithout correcting for habitatmisclassification bias provided m ore precise bu t more biased results, Lev precise
w rong answers. Thus, if access to required GIS software is limited, the pointestimate m ethod m ay be the only appropriate choice.
The above technique requires knowledge of systematic habitat-related
misclassification to m ake necessary corrections. However, if the am ount of
misclassification bias for various habitats is not known, then the only way to
im prove the quality of location estimates is to use procedures th at provide
location estimates w ith less inherent error. The simplest m ethod is to only use
location estimates w ith small error ellipses relative to the m ean habitat-patch
size. Smaller ellipses are the result of less error, and point estimates within
smaller ellipses are m ore likely to fall w ithin the actual habitat type than those
w ithin large ellipses. Similarly, proportional-coverage estimates, based on
smaller ellipses are less likely to overlap multiple habitats. In either case, smaller
ellipses, will likely provide fewer incorrect estimates of habitat use. As ellipse
size decreased in m y study, both the point estimate and proportional-coverage
m ethods of assigning locations were better at correctly classifying habitat use.
As classification rates increased w ith smaller error-ellipses, accuracy of
observed patterns of habitat use also increased. W hen ellipses decreased in size
relative to m ean habitat-patch size, estim ated habitat-use patterns became m ore
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statistically similar to actual-use patterns (seen as increased P-values for chisquare contingency tests). Although this trend was consistent betw een study
areas, the level of response appeared to be very site specific. W hen I compared
estim ated to actual habitat-use patterns for study site A and study site B, the 2
different sites yielded vastly different levels of significance. P-values derived
from comparing estim ated to actual habitat-use patterns w ere m uch smaller in
study site A, given equal ellipse-size to m ean patch-size ratios. In fact, estimated
habitat-use patterns w ere never detected to be statistically similar to actual
habitat-use patterns in study site A. I suspect that P-values rem ained very low
because, even w ith smaller ellipses, correct classification rates in study site A
never reached the threshold level needed to correctly estimate habitat use
patterns, perhaps because of larger m ean ellipses estimated in study site A.
Thus, there m ay be a need to assess the accuracy of location estimates on a site
by site basis.
The trend for classification rates and P-values (for chi-square tests
comparing estim ated to actual habitat-use patterns) to increase as ellipse sizes
decrease d id not hold a t the lowest ellipse-size to m ean patch-size ratios. At the
lowest ratios, correct classification rates and P-values decreased dramatically. I
suspect this inconsistency is a result of a tendency for estimating smaller ellipses
nearer the receiving stations and subsequently nearer to roads. Habitats
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associated w ith roadside sites were often very narrow grassland ditches, and
misclassification errors m ay be m ore com m on given.such long narrow habitats
(White and G arrott 1986, Pace 1988:102). Thus, even w ith m ore precise location
estimates, misclassification was more likely due to the configuration of habitat
patches.

Detecting H abitat Selection
Estimated patterns of habitat use are ultimately com pared w ith habitat
availabilities to detect habitat selection. Thus, habitat misclassification that
biases estim ated patterns of habitat use can ultimately distort m easures of habitat
selection (Nams 1989) and reduce the pow er of tests for habitat selection (White
and G arrott 1986). Thus, as for habitat use patterns, it is im portant to assess
which m ethods of estimating locations of transm itters are m ost accurate at
detecting selection. I used efficiency to m easure the accuracy of tests for
selection. A n efficiency of I indicates that the estimated level of selection is
equal to the level of selection expressed by actual transmitter-locations. An
efficiency <1 indicates that estimated locations are not able to detect selection at
a level as high as expressed by actual locations. An efficiency >1 indicates the
estim ated locations detect selection that is no t really there. Therefore, high levels
of efficiency, that do not exceed I, are desirable. In m y study, the point-estimate
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m ethod provided estim ated levels of selection that were m ore efficient than the
proportional-coverage m ethod. The proportional-coverage m ethod provided
estim ated levels of selection that were more precise. As for detecting habitat-use
patterns, if selection bias can be rem oved, the m ore precise proportionalcoverage m ethod may be more appropriate. Further investigation is needed to
confirm this.
In general, efficiency of tests for habitat selection, using both point
estimate and proportional-coverage m ethods, increased as the ellipse size to
m ean patch-size ratio decreased. This general trend held for both m ethods in
both study sites, bu t it is unclear how the pattern m ay appear for more diverse
habitat configurations. Thus, there is a need to perform similar investigations in
m ore diverse habitats.
Efficiencies rem ained relatively similar between study sites. Even though
differences betw een study sites had a dram atic impact on the P-values for chisquare contingency tests comparing estim ated to actual use patterns, they did
not show u p as dramatic differences in efficiencies. Nams (1989) stated that
efficiency of tests for selection were robust to differences in habitat
configurations. Still, the efficiency of tests for selection did exceed I in study site
A, w hich suggests that higher levels of selection were detected w ith estimated
locations th an w ith actual locations (estimated habitat-use patterns were always
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statistically different from actual habitat-use patterns in study site A). Thus,
erroneous triangulations can affect habitat-selection results as well as habitat-use
results.

Research ImpHcations and Recommendations
If errors in location estimates exist, then there is a need to minimize such
errors if habitat use and selection are to be detected. The sim plest solution is to
increase accuracy of location estimates by decreasing the sizes of usable error
ellipses. W hite and G arrott (1990:74) suggested disregarding ellipses larger than
some predeterm ined size. However, I do not recommend this practice unless
habitats are evenly dispersed or if ellipse sizes are random in relation to positions
on the study area. In general, the largest error ellipses in m y study were
generated w hen distances betw een transm itters and receiving stations were
greatest: if habitat types are different at these greater distances than habitat
types at shorter distances, then habitat use or selection results will be biased.
Similarly, if errors are habitat-related, e.g., if w etland habitats produce more
error (see chapter 2 this study), then results of locations will be biased away from
such habitats if larger ellipses in those habitats are dropped from analysis.
Rather th an eliminating those ellipses, I suggest that attem pts should be m ade to
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reduce their size by taking m ore bearings until the ellipse area reaches a targeted
size.
After attem pts are m ade to minimize errors in the field, procedures to
correct misclassification bias should be attem pted. Again dum m y transmitters
should be placed in various habitats throughout the study area to identify and
adjust for systematic habitat misclassification. Finally, if bias in habitat
misclassification can be corrected, then I recom mend the use of the proportionalcoverage m ethod to estimate animal locations, as it m ost precise. If GIS software
is not accessible, then only the point-estimate m ethod can be used.
Given the frequency of studies that use radiotelem etry triangulation for
detecting habitat selection, the lack of reported error, and the problems I have
identified w ith estim ated locations, researchers m ust do m ore to improve the
quality of location estimates in future studies. Further investigation is needed to
determ ine how location errors affect estim ated patterns of use and accuracy of
tests for selection. The effects of location estimate m ethod or ellipse size m ust be
examined on a site by site basis. If estim ated habitat-use patterns are different
from actual habitat-use patterns, then threshold levels for correct classification
rates or optim al ellipse sizes m ust be calculated. If differences in results are
attributed to differences in study areas, it is im portant to identify common trends
and note possible causes for the differences, e.g., habitat configuration.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSIONS

Radiotelemetry triangulation is a useful tool available to wildlife
researchers because it can provide large samples of location data w ith relatively
minimal effort. However, results from m y study suggest that location error can
greatly decrease the dependability of habitat use and habitat availability results.
Thus, location errors m ust be minimized.
I exam ined one of the major sources of location error: bearing error.
Although sources of bearing error are often surmised, they are seldom
investigated further. I identified several environmental, observer, and temporal
factors th at affected bearing bias a n d /o r precision. Once sources of bearing error
are identified, they can be avoided or corrected. My investigation was
conducted in pothole habitats within an agricultural setting. Further research is
needed to identify sources of systematic bearing error in m ore varied and
diverse habitat conditions
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Given that bearing errors cannot be totally eliminated and that locations
estim ated from such bearings will have subsequent error, m ethods are required
to increase our confidence in location estimates. First, appropriate estimation
m ethods are required. Results of this study show that point estimates were m ost
accurate at correctly classifying habitats, correctly assigning habitat-use patterns,
and correctly detecting habitat selection. However, proportional-coverage
estimates provided more precise results. If habitat-misclassification bias can be
rem oved, the proportional-coverage m ethod will be m ore appropriate.
Next, if misclassification bias cannot be removed, then attem pts should be
m ade to decrease the ellipse sizes of estim ated locations. As ellipse size to m ean
patch-size ratios decreased in my study, both point estimates and proportionalcoverage estimates Were m ore able to classify habitats, correctly assign habitatuse patterns, and accurately detect habitat selection.
Finally, because of differences seen betw een estimated and actual usepatterns among study sites, further site-specific research is required to determine
w hat proportion of locations m ust correctly classify habitats before habitat-use
patterns can accurately be determined. Therefore, w ithout attem pting any of the
above 3 recommendations, especially in highly fragm ented habitats, determining
habitat use and habitat selection via radiotelem etry location-estimates may not
be appropriate.
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APPENDIX A
SAS CODE TO CALCULATE MLEs AND 95% CONFIDENCE ELLIPSES FROM
ESTIMATED BEARINGS
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*

*

I SAS code to calculate the MLE of Lenth (1981), |
I modified from White and G arrott (1990).
|

data trimle;
drop pi A l kappa v l v2 v3 i j noiter converge initial zi di ss cs xm ym azcalc;
label xl='MLE of x coordinate'
yl-M L E of y coordinate'
S=lStandard deviation of azimuths (degrees)'
ellarea-Size of confidence ellipse'
ito w erl=Tow er num ber of azim uth I'
azl='A zim uth I'
itower2='Tower num ber of azim uth 2'
az2='Azimuth 2'
itowerS='Tower num ber of azim uth 3'
az3='Azimuth 3'
itower4='Tower num ber of azim uth 4'
az4='Azimuth 4'
itower5='Tower num ber of azim uth 5'
az5='Azimuth 5'
id='Animal identification';
array itower{5} itow erl itower2 itower3 itower4 itowerS;
array az{5} a z l az2 az3 az4 az5;
array beta{5};
array sinb{5};
array cosb{5);
array utm{2,99};
array amat{2,2};
array bmat{2};
array a{2,2};
array fl{2};
pi=4*ATAN(l);
*

*.
/

* Set Azimuth Standard Deviation (in degrees) here;
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* Obtain this value from bearings taken to know n locations;
s=2.50;
*.

*

/

* Convert azim uth standard deviation to kappa;
Al=exp((s*pi/180)**2*(-0.5));
kappa = 1/(2*(1-A1)+(1-A1)**2*(0.48794-0.82905*A1-1.3915*A1**2)/A1);
*.

*

/

* Open text file for ellipse perim eter points;
file 'c:\ellippts.txt';
*•/

*

* Set coordinates of towers;
* Modify for particualr tower id-numbers and utm coordinates;
utm{l,8}=717260; utm{2,8}=5260599;
utm{l,9}=717137.3; utm{2,9}=5260594;
utm {1,35}=717364; utm{2,35}=5259812.0;
utm{l,36}=717376.7; utm{2,36}=5260057.5;
utm {1,38}=717438; utm{2,38}=5260610.5;
* The next set of values contains dum m y station id num bers and dum my
coordinates to be used w hen triangualtions are based on less than 5 bearings;
utm{l,999}=999999;
*

utm{2,999}=9999999;
*.

/

* Modify this statem ent for changes in num ber of towers;
* If num ber of towers is changed you m ust also change array dimensions at
beginning of program;
input id date itow erl a z l itower2 az2 itower3 az3 itower4 az4 itowerS az5;
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*•/

*

* Code to sum m arize azim uths and plot;
do i= l to dim(az);
/* Convert bearing or azim uth to an angle */
beta{i}=(90-az{i})*(pi/180);
sinb{i}=sin(beta{i});
cosb{i}=cos(beta{ij);
end;
noiter=0;
* Obtain initial estimate;
xl=0; yl=0;
do i=l to dim(az);
xl=xl+utm{l,itower{i}};
yl=yl+utm{2,itower{i}};
end;
xl=xl/dim(az); yl=yl/dim (az);
converge=0;
initial=!;
iter:
do i= l to 2;
bmat{i}=0;
do j=l to 2;
amat{i,j}=0;
end;
end;
do i=l to dim(az);
if az{i} A= . then do;
zi=sinb{i}*utm{l,itower{i}}-cosb{i}*utm{2/itower{i}};
if initial then do;
ss=sinb{i};
cs=cosb{i};
end;
di = sqrt((xl-utm{l,itower{i}})**2+(yl-utm{2,itower{i}})**2);
ss=(yl-utm{2,itower{i}}) / (di**3);
cs=(xl-utm{l,itower{i}})/(di**3);
am at{l,l }=amat{l,l }+sinb{i}*ss;
amat{2,2}=amat{2,2}+cosb{i}*cs;
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amat{l,2}=amat{l,2}-cosb{i}**ss;
amat{2/l}=amat{2,l}-sinb{i}*cs;
bmat{l }=bmat{l }+ss*zi;
bmat{2}=bmat{2}-cs*zi;
end;
end;
ym=(amat{l,l}*bmat{2}-amat{2,l}*bmat{l})
/(amat{l,l}*amat{2/2}-amat{2/l}*amat{l/2});
xm=(bmat{l}-amat{l/2}*ym)/amat{l,l};
initial=0;
if abs(xm-xl)/xm < 0.00001 and abs(ym -yl)/ym < 0.00001 then converge=
xl=xm; yl=ym;
noiter=noiter+l;
if converge = 0 and noiter < 40 then goto iter;
if noiter >= 40 then do;
p u t 'ERROR —Num ber of iterations exceed limit';
p u t ' 1_N_= ito w erl= azl= itower2= az2= itower3= az3= i tow er!= az4
itowerS= az5= ;
end;
* Convergence achieved - get vc mat;
vl=0; v2=0; v3=0;
do i= l to dim(az);
if az{i} A= . then do;
di = sqrt((xl-utm{l,itower{i}})**2+(yl-utm{2/itower{i}})**2);
cs=(xl-utm{l,itower{i}})/ (di**3);
ss=(yl-utm{2,itower{i}})/(di**3);
v l =vl+sinb{i}*ss;
v2=v2+cosb{i}*ss+sinb{i}*cs;
v3=v3+cosb{i}*cs;
end;
end;
v2=v2*(-0.5);
ellarea=pi*cinv(0.95/2)*sqrt(l./ ((vl*v3-v2*v2)*kappa**2));
*•Z

*

* Generate ellipse perim eter points for plotting in gis;
vecpoint=31;
* p u t id xl yl;

* use this line for arc-info;
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p u t id vecpoint; * use this line for idrisi;
a{l,l}=vl; a{l,2}=v2;
a{2/l}=a{l,2}; a{2,2}=v3; n=2;
link minv;
vl=a{l,l}/kappa; v3=a{2,2}/kappa; v2=a{l,2}/kappa;
R=sqrt((vl+v3)**2-4*(vl*v3-v2**2));
theta=atan(-2*v2/ (v3-vl-R));
acoef=sqrt((v3+vl+R)*cinv(0.95/2) / 2);
bcoef=sqrt((v3+vl-R)*cinv(0.95,2)/2);
cost=cos(theta);
sint=sin(theta);
do psi=0 to 360 by 12;
psir=psi*pi/180;
acosp=acoef*cos(psir);
bcosp=bcoef*sin(psir);
x=xl+acosp*cost-bcosp*sint;
y=yl+acosp*sint+bcosp*cost;
p u t x y;
end;
* pu t end'; * use this line for arc-info;
minv:
a{l,l}=l./a{l,l};
do i= l to n-1;
do j=l to i;
f=0;
do k = l to i;
f=f+a{j,k}*a{k,i+l};
end;
end;
f2=a{i+l,i+l};
do j= l to i;
f2=f2+a{j,i+l }*fl {j};
end;
if abs(f2/a{i+l,i+l}) < l.e-5 then p u t 'Matrix Singular';
f2=l./f2;
a{i+l,i+l}=f2;
do j=l to i;
do k= l to i;
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a{j/k}=fl
end;
end;
do j=l to i;

{k}*f2+a(j,k};

a{i+l,j}=a{j,i+l};
end;
end;
return;
*.Z

*

* Construct chi-square goodness of fit test;
chisq=0.;
do i=l to dim(az);
if az{i} A= . then do;
/* SAS code to calculate bearing from tower to estimated location */
xm=xl-utm{l,itower{i}};
ym=yl-utm{2,itower{i}};
azcalc=atan(ym/xm);
if xm < 0 & ym < 0 then azcalc=azcalc-pi;
else if xm < 0 & ym >= 0 then azcalc=azcalc+pi;
if azcalc < 0 then azcalc=azcalc+2*pi;
/* Now convert angle in radians to bearing in degrees */
azcalc=90-azcalc*(180/pi);
if azcalc < 0 then azcalc=azcalc+360;
if azcalc > 360 then azcalc=azcalc-360;
/* Now determine difference between observed and expected bearings */
xm=min(az{i},azcalc);
ym=max(az{i},azcalc);
if xm < 90 & ym > 270 then xm=xm+360;
chisq=chisq+((xm-ym) / s)**2;
p u t az{i}= azcalc= xm= ym= chisq=;
end;
else chisq=.;
end;
gofprob=l-probchi(chisq,dim(az)-2);
*

*.
Z
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* Paste telemetry data here - id - date - tow erl and bearing to tower 5 and
bearing;
* If there are less than 5 towers enter '999' for missing tower num ber and '.' for
missing bearing;
cards;
107405119930814
106405119930814
103405119930814
119405119930814
105405119930814

9 249.561
9 117.561
9 198.061
9 187.561
9 112.561

*

8 261.061 38 263.061 36 322.561 999 .
8 228.561 38 260.061 36 341.561 999 .
8 209.061 38 223.061 36 268.561 35 299.561
8 212.561 38 232.061 36 314.561 35 332.561
8 211.561 38 257.561 36 343.061 35 354.061

*.
/

data a;
set trimle;
keep id date xl yl ellarea;
proc univariate plot;
var ellarea;
proc print data=a;
run;
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